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p r e f a c e

The year 2012 was another very successful one for ITWM, with 

further growth of 18 percent in the budget and 31 new staff 

members. This was due in large measure to the rebounding of 

the markets. The industry revenues of 9.5 million euros were 

the highest since the establishment of ITWM and contributed 

business income that equaled a 45.1 percent share of the total 

budget of 21 million euros. The guaranty for the sustained eco-

nomic and scientific success at the institute is the highly moti-

vated staff. At this occasion, let me express my appreciation for 

their outstanding efforts in achieving the aims of ITWM and 

their strong identification with the work performed here.

Growth creates the need for space. In 2012, our extension 

building was ready for occupancy after only 19 months of 

construction (details on page 6), which provided outstanding 

conditions for further expansion of the competences and busi-

ness segments at ITWM. On the occasion of the festive open-

ing ceremony, state Education Minister Doris Ahnen spoke of 

the importance of the expansion of the institute to the profile 

of Kaiserslautern as a center of education and research. 

All departments of ITWM showed positive operating results for 

the year 2012, some of them reporting growth well above av-

erage. For example, the Competence Center for High Perfor-

mance Computing increased its operating budget by 45 per-

cent. Contributing for the first time to such a large  extent are 

the projects mySmartGrid and myPowerGrid, which are devel-

oping the optimized use of PV generated electricity in private 

homes. The software products Pre-StackPRO and Fraunhofer 

File System FhGFS have continued their outstanding develop-

ment. The growing acceptance of these tools for developing 

parallel software has allowed the HPC specialists to greatly ex-

pand their position in the oil and gas market.

The Mathematical Methods in Dynamics and Durability depart-

ment continued its development of the technology for the sim-

ulation of Vehicle-Environment-Human-Interaction in a new 

innovation cluster of the same name. In this context, the new 

geo-referencing system for vehicle development – Virtual 

Measurement Campaign – was installed for the first time by 

industry partners DAF, Daimler, MAN, Scania, and Volvo. The 

IPS Cable Simulation software platform for planning the virtu-

al assembly of deformable cables and hoses has been market-

ed and distributed by the spin-off company fleXstructures 

GmbH since 2012. 

The Optimization department reported a 25 percent increase 

in earnings over the previous year and is financially very well 

positioned with a 50 percent share of the business returns. The 

high points of the year were the continuation of a project for 

the optimal layout of photovoltaic power plants for Siemens 

AG, the continuation of the project for multi-criteria optimiza-

tion of chemical process design, and the transfer of a long 

term cooperation agreement in the area of radio therapy plan-

ning from Siemens Health Care to RaysearchLabs, Stockholm.

The Transport Processes department made significant advances 

within the scope of projects for the production of filaments 

and non-wovens. This is evidenced by three highly successful 

end-of-year promotions as well as the complete re-engineer-

ing of the core software FIDYST (Fiber Dynamics Simulation 

Tool) to a new basis which now permits the mapping of com-

plex scenarios for the production of non-wovens. In the field 

of grid free methods, FPM software increasingly demonstrat-

ed its superior qualities as a general simulation tool for prob-

lems of continuum mechanics. 

The Flow and Material Simulation department continued its pi-

oneering role in the development of industrial multiscale and 

multi-physics methods. Furthermore, a breakthrough was 

made in the area of micro-mechanics with the release of the 

robust FFT-based solver FeelMath, which is more efficient by 

several orders of magnitude compared to commercially avail-

able FE packets. The so called FE2 method, which performs 

simulation and optimization of porous components and com-

posite structures while taking into account the properties of 

the local microstructure, was prepared for initial use in indus-

trial applications. 
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In 2012, the Image Processing department managed more 

projects in one year than ever before. The trend towards hun-

dred percent quality control requires new, innovative solutions 

all the time, especially, in the area of image processing. The 

applications are not limited to the visual spectrum: there is an 

increasing demand for imaging by means of x-ray computer 

tomography, ultrasound, and other technologies. The core 

competence is the development of algorithms and software 

suitable for large-scale industry applications; for use as sys-

tems as well as separate software packages. 

The Financial Mathematics department expanded their core 

competences and started new and innovative research in 2012. 

This included a completely new electricity price model tailored 

for a German market sharply infl uenced by alternative energies, 

the design and implementation of a comprehensive risk man-

agement system for asset management, and cooperation 

agreements with fi rms and researchers in generating an ener-

gy saving hardware-implementation of Monte Carlo code for 

use in the fi nancial sector. 

The System Analysis, Prognosis, and Control department en-

tered a new fi eld of promising industrial activity for processing 

demanding modeling and simulation problems in the context 

of hardware-in-the-loop testing of control and monitoring de-

vices for complex technical systems. Furthermore, the advanced 

development of “Design” as a stand-alone software tool for 

data-based prognosis and analysis of the interactions between 

parameter settings with various product qualities is proceeding 

and was successfully used for  the fi rst time to generate behav-

ioral models of electronic circuits. 

Allow me at the conclusion of my foreword to say a few lines 

that address topics beyond the ITWM area of responsibility. In 

my function as chairperson of the Scientifi c and Technical Ad-

visory Board of Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, I am continuously ex-

changing ideas with staff members at our institute and the 

headquaters in Munich, with members of the steering com-

mittee, and the executive board of Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. 

Of course, there will always be varying conceptions regarding 

how basic funding should be allocated, how the development 

strategy is formulated, what the priority topics of Fraunhofer 

should be, when to use appropriate personnel management 

tools, and many, many, more subjects where the possibility of 

a confl ict of interest exists. It is sometimes rather strenuous, 

but what always gives me strong motivation in my work is the 

exceptional solution-oriented culture of the discussions and 

constructive argumentation, the willingness to fi nd compro-

mise, a perceived and vibrant Corporate Identity with an ex-

tremely high level of identifi cation with the objectives and the 

mission of Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft and – last but not least – 

my pride in being a part of this strong group. I would like to 

thank my colleagues at Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft cordially for 

their faithful and constructive cooperation over the past years. 

I hope you enjoy our annual report and express my sincere ap-

preciation to all project partners for their constructive support 

and pleasant cooperation.

Prof. Dr. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters

Director of Fraunhofer ITWM
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1  Centerpiece of the new 

atrium is the RoboLab (pic

tured here without the 

dome)

2  All speakers at a glance: 

The RhinelandPalatinate 

Education Minister Doris 

Ahnen fl anked by Lord 

Mayor Klaus Weichel, Presi-

dent of the University 

Helmut Schmidt, ITWM 

 Director Dieter Prätzel

Wolters, BMBF councilor 

Paul Hocks, Fraunhofer Se-

nior Vice President Alfred 

Gossner, and architect 

Horst Ermel (LTR)

19 months building time, 2000 square meters fl oor space, 110 new workplaces, 11.6 million 

Euros – these are the plain facts about the ITWM extension project. The building houses new 

labs, modern offi ces, and an outstanding IT infrastructure – all things that provide a substantial 

gain to the quality of work. The construction was fi nanced by the state of Rhineland-Palatinate, 

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft (25 percent), and European Structural Fonds for Regional Development 

(EFRE, 50 percent) and complements the three wings of the institute by adding a building that 

harmoniously connects to the main building via the attractive atrium. The new, fi ve-story build-

ing with its all glass facade facing to the city sets a fi nal architectural accent to the ITWM com-

plex. The ITWM staff occupied their new offi ces in May, with the offi cial opening ceremony 

following in August. 

The institute director, Prof. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters, praised the excellent working environment 

at ITWM and highlighted the outstanding start position for an expansion of competences and 

business segments adding: “During these challenging economic times, we do not take this in-

vestment in research and innovation for granted, when in many countries of Europe, universi-

ties and research institutes have to suffer greatly from mandatory budget constraints. We are 

benefi tting and appreciate the facts that federal and state governments place a high priority 

on such investments and, that through its successful work, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is in a posi-

tion to provide considerable resources for the expansion of its institutes.” 

The State Education Minister Doris Ahnen spoke of the importance of the expansion of the in-

stitute to the profi le of Kaiserslautern as a center of education and research. “I am confi dent 

that the investment in the new building was a good decision. These new job opportunities en-

able ITWM to further expand many of the innovative developments in application-oriented 

mathematics, which are respected well beyond the borders of the state.” 

Prof. Dr. Alfred Gossner, Senior Vice President at the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, thanked all who 

participated in the “ITWM-building expansion” project and emphasized the importance of the 

Fraunhofer Innovation Cluster “Digital Commercial Vehicle Technology (DNT): “The major aim 

of this innovation cluster is to strengthen the regional R&D competencies related to the com-

mercial vehicle segment. The cluster improves the competitive position of the participating 

companies on the European and global markets and, for that reason, makes a sustainable con-

tribution to safeguarding jobs in the region.”

A substantial contribution to the workings of this innovation cluster is accomplished by the 

centerpiece of the new atrium, the RObot based Driving and Operation Simulator RODOS®, 

openIng cereMony for neW BuIldIng

1 2
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1

ItWM at Ideas park essen

How can hospital waiting times – and the corresponding daily annoyance of patients and trans-

porters alike – be reduced? One solution was presented by Fraunhofer ITWM at the World of 

Technology “Idea Park” held at the trade show facilities in Essen. The “Patient-Navi” is a game 

variant of the optimization software Opti-TRANS. The very realistic simulation of a routine hos-

pital day attracted many visitors to the stand who tried, with a lot of energy, to do a better job 

at scheduling than the computer. As just one of several hundred exhibits, the “Patient-Navi” 

was able to convince the predominantly young crowd of visitors that technology and the natural 

sciences can be very exciting. In just under two weeks, approximately 320,000 visited the Idea 

Park in August.

which consists of the control center and swivel-mounted cab in original size. In the overarching 

dome, various work environments can be simulated, typically, scenarios for construction ma-

chinery. The focus, however, is on the human as the operator, whose behavior greatly effects 

the service life of the machinery – and that is what distinguishes RODOS. In the past, the human 

was neglected in the simulations. Also benefitting from the new building is ITWM’s Ultrasonic 

imaging department. The new building provides much needed lab space and a better frame-

work for the conduct of research in the testing and inspection of oversized and heavy compo-

nents, for example, large ship propellers

2. InternatIonal coMMercIal VehIcle 
 syMposIuM

In March, ITWM was among the sponsors of the International Commercial Vehicle Symposium, 

held for the second time at TU Kaiserslautern, which underscored the importance of the re-

search center to the commercial vehicle industry and its technological development. Repre-

sentatives from the research and industrial communities agree: trucks, farm, and construction 

machinery have become high tech products with many demanding challenges for engineers, 

com puter scientists, and mathematicians. A major topic was Vehicle - Environment - Human In-

teraction: The work at the ITWM Robot based Driving and Operation Simulator contributes to 

the optimal design and support of commercial vehicle operator compartments. Other topics in-

cluded improving energy and resource efficiency as well as ensuring safety and reliability.

1  High tech product in 

field operations

2  Future schedulers busy 

placing orders: Who can 

plan better than a com

puter?
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“the Broader VIeW” – an InterdIscIplInary  
lecture serIes at the felIx kleIn center

Once a month, the Felix Klein Center, an institutional pooling of resources from Fraunhofer  

Institute for Industrial Mathematics and TU Kaiserslautern, hosts the lecture series “The Broader 

View” (“Blick über den Tellerrand”). What is meant is the broader perspective, the view beyond 

the isolated scientific disciplines. This view finds expression in the form of lectures covering 

many diverse disciplines. The aim is to extend the scientific horizons of both organizations: 

members of the Felix Klein Center are encouraged to look “outside” to the people who live 

“outside”, to think “outside” the box of their routine work at the Felix Klein Center. 

The series has been able to attract well-respected historians, philosophers, educators, sociolo-

gists as well as mathematicians who give amateurs an impression of the inner workings of the 

Felix Klein Center. Among the lecturers, for example, is Prof. Dr. Michael Hassemer, from the 

department of civil law, business law, and intellectual property at TU Kaiserslautern, who fo-

cuses on the commercialization of intellectual property, especially, the issue of how copyrights 

can still work in a digital age.

Another discussion centers on the freedom of research from the perspective of a journalist; sci-

entific journalist Volker Stollorz directed the attention of the audience to the tensions between 

the right of the public to information and the desire of science for unrestricted research. Prof. 

Horst Ermel, head of the architecture firm that planned Kaiserslautern’s Fraunhofer Center, be-

lieves in the motto “science generates architecture” and concentrates on design strategies for 

R&D facilities. Of course, the agenda includes talks on current topics in mathematics: “Mathe-

matik zwischen Forschung, Anwendung und Vermittlung” (Prof. Dr. Gert-Martin Greuel, TU 

Kaiserslautern), “Mathematik – ein polarisierendes Schulfach! Welche Rolle kann und soll 

Mathematik in einem zeitgemäßen Schulunterricht spielen?” (Prof. Dr. Gabriele Kaiser, Universi-

ty Hamburg) or “Der Mathematiker als CEO – Segen oder Fluch?” (Dr. Frank Gropengießer, 

Mathematiker and Ex-CEO).

The selected lectures illustrate the broad bandwidth of topics which are worth considering 

from the broad view – regardless of where you are standing when you look outside. A follow-

on series is being planned. 

1  “Politik steuert Wissen

schaft: Ein Mythos?” 

(Prof. Dr. Frieder Meyer-

Krahmer, retired state sec

retary of the German Fed

eral Ministry of Education 

and Research)

 

2  “Genom-Forschung 

zwischen Ethik und Kom

merz am Beispiel des CCR5-

Gens” 

(Professor Myles W. Jack

son, New York University) 

3  “Mit allem rechnen 

– Zur Philosophie der 

Computer simulation” 

(Dr. Johannes Lenhard,  

University of Bielefeld)
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fraunhofer ItWM

head of administration  

Dr. Marion Schulz-Reese 

Phone: +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-45 12 

marion.schulz-reese@itwm.fraunhofer.de
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InstItute profIle

Computer simulations are an indispensable tool in the design 

and optimzation of products and production processes, services, 

communication processes and work processes. Real models are 

replaced by virtual models. Mathematics plays a fundamental 

role in the creation of this virtual world. Mathematical models 

cut horizontally across a landscape of vertically arranged scien-

tific disciplines and technological applications. This transverse 

character of mathematics makes it a “generic technology”; as 

a basis for bridging into the simulation world, however, it also 

becomes the key technology for computer simulations which 

have found their way into nearly all areas of economic life. In-

creasingly more small and medium-sized companies utilise 

simulation for cost reduction. It is specifically these companies 

that the Fraunhofer ITWM supports with consultation and 

computing power. They profit in the market through the use of 

simulation as identification for innovation and quality assurance 

of their products. 

Of course, we also work together with large companies, espe-

cially in the motor vehicle sector, in machine construction, the 

textile industry, in microelectronics, with banks and the com-

puter industry. Consultation in R&D questions, support in the 

use of high-performance computer technology and provision 

of custom-tailored software solutions are integral building 

blocks of our work. 

Along with the implementation of this technology in applica-

tion projects and its further development in research projects, 

the close collaboration with the Department of Mathematics 

at the University of Kaiserslautern is also a point of emphasis 

for the Fraunhofer ITWM. The classical disciplines of applied 

mathematics such as numerics, optimization, stochastics and 

statistics as well as differential equations are cornerstones.

The specific competences of the ITWM are 

■■ Processing of data acquired from experiments and obser-

vations

■■ Drafting of mathematical models

■■ Implementation of mathematical problem-solving in numerical 

algorithms

■■ Summarization of data, models and algorithms in simulation 

programs

■■ Optimization of solutions in interaction with the simulation

■■ Visualization of simulation runs in images and graphics

The ITWM is member of the Fraunhofer ICT Group as well as 

associated memeber in the Fraunhofer Group for Materials 

and Components – MATERIALS. In addition, the good net-

working within the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft documents the 

participation in numerous Fraunhofer Alliances: Automobile 

Production, Adaptronics, Battery, Cloud Computing, Lightweight 

Structures, Simulation, Traffic and Transportation, and Vision 

(image processing).
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organIzatIonal chart

Director Prof. Dr. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters

Scientific Advisory Board Prof. Dr.-Ing. Hans Hasse

Prof. Dr. Axel Klar

Prof. Dr. Ralf Korn

Prof. Dr. Helmut Neunzert

Prof. Dr. Stefan Nickel

Administration Dr. Marion Schulz-Reese

IT Dr. Elmar Gerwalin

Public Relations Dipl.-Math. Steffen Grützner

Competence Center High Performance Computing Dr. Franz-Josef Pfreundt

Transport Processes Dr. Raimund Wegener

Flow and Material Simulation Dr. Konrad Steiner

Image Processing Dr. Ronald Rösch

System Analysis, Prognosis and Control Dr. Patrick Lang

Optimization Prof. Dr. Karl-Heinz Küfer

Financial Mathematics Prof. Dr. Ralf Korn

Mathematical Methods in Dynamics and Durability Dr. Klaus Dreßler

Martin Braun, Christian 

Peter, Dieter Eubell, Gabi 

Gramsch, Tino Labudda, 

Martin Vogt, Mirko Spell, 

Eva Schimmele, Dr. Elmar 

Gerwalin, Erik Schnabel, 

Dominic Schunk, Alexander 

Basler, Gesa Ermel, Ilka 

Blauth, Steffen Grützner, 

Sylvia Gerwalin, Viktoria 

Hieb, Waltraud Dully

Klaus Linck, Michael Mann

weiler, Michaela Grimberg-

Mang, Markus Pfeffer, 

Anja Nitschky, Katharina 

Parusel, Manuela 

Hoffmann, Dr. Marion 

Schulz-Reese, Prof. Dr. 

Dieter  Prätzel-Wolters, 

Prof. Dr. Helmut Neunzert, 

Elke Münch, Brigitte 

Williard, Claudia Nickel, 

Sabine Müller, Prof. Dr. 

Axel Klar, Prof. Dr. Stefan 

Nickel
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t h e  I n s t I t u t e  I n  n u M B e r s

There were already early indications that 2012 would be an-

other very successful year for ITWM. We were able to occupy 

the new institute building, our operating budget increased by 

18 percent and the share of revenues from industry customers 

was at 45.2 percent, one of the highest in the last 10 years. 

Industry revenues increased from 2011 by an incredible 23.6 

percent to more than 9.5 million Euros. A contributing factor 

in this was the share of international orders which also contin-

ued to increase. Meanwhile, these orders have reached 36 

percent of the total industry revenue. Overall, ITWM was able 

to rely on its regular customers as well as being pleased about 

the contracts awarded by a large number of new customers. 

Among our largest customers in 2012 were Statoil, Daimler, 

Siemens, and BASF. The area of public funding was subject to 

a slight decrease compared to 2011. The income from BMBF 

actually, decreased by more than 20 percent. The gap for 

2012 could be filled by an increase in financial funding from 

the states. In light of the debt caps in the public coffers, the 

forecasts for the coming years are generally unfavorable. Even 

the grants from internal Fraunhofer programs closed out the 

year with a 14 percent minus compared to 2011. 

The outlook for 2013, however, is very positive. As early as 

March, the order book in 2013 already reflected 72 percent of 

the planned annual income indicating that further growth is 

necessary, especially, in the human resource area.

Budget

Budget development✱ 2009 2010 2011 2012

Operating budget 15  170 16  315 17  810 21  034

Investments 894 550 2  567 1  042

Total 16  064 16  865 20  377 22  076
✱ thousand €2009 2011 20122010
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personnel deVelopMent

As a result of the excellent order situation in 2012, the strong 

personnel growth at ITWM continued. There were 31 new 

members of the staff hired, versus 14 who departed from 

ITWM. It is noteworthy that nearly half of those who left went 

to one of the ITWM spin-off firms. Also worthy of mention is 

the fact that the percentage of women at ITWM is increasing, 

nearly 40 percent of the new hires in the research area were 

women. 

A very pleasant trend continued from the year 2011 and that 

is, more than half of the new research scientists were drawn 

from within the institute itself. It is becoming increasingly evi-

dent that the various secondary schools projects and the in-

tensive support provided to students at the department of 

Mathematics at TU Kaiserslautern by ITWM, are an extremely 

important component in the human resource recruiting effort 

over the mid- and long-terms. The successful strategic allianc-

es with TU Kaiserslautern, such as the Mathematics  Initiative, 

the Kaiserslautern Innovation Center Science Meets Engineer-

ing, and the Felix Klein Center for Mathematics have already 

proved to be very productive recruiting grounds for ITWM. 

The completion of the new building in May 2012, was of major 

importance for the strong growth of ITWM. The extremely 

cramped working conditions of recent years are, fortunately, 

now a thing of the past. The new space is already being used at 

near capacity, an indication that with continued growth being 

highly likely, another expansion may be on the horizon for 

ITWM in the near future.
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c o s t u M e r s  a n d  c o o p e r a t I o n  p a r t n e r s  

s e l e c t I o n  2 0 1 2

■■ Abbott GmbH & Co. KG, Ludwigshafen

■■ Accenture CAS GmbH, Kaiserslautern

■■ Aixprocess GmbH, Aachen

■■ ante-holz GmbH, Bromskirchen

■■ AUDI AG, Ingolstadt

■■ AUTEFA, Linz (A)

■■ Avid Technology GmbH, Kaiserslautern

■■ BASF SE, Ludwigshafen

■■ Bayerisches Staatsministerium der Finanzen, München

■■ BMW Group, München

■■ BPW Bergische Achsen Kommanditgesellschaft, Wiehl

■■ Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und –prüfung, Berlin

■■ Centre de Recherche en Automatique de Nancy, Nancy (F)

■■ ClusterVision, Amsterdam (NL), München

■■ Continental, Frankfurt/Main

■■ DAF Trucks N. V., Eindhoven (NL)

■■ Daimler AG, Stuttgart

■■ Delta Computer, Reinbek bei Hamburg

■■ Demac, Wolkenstein (I)

■■ Det Norske Oljeselskap, Oslo (N)

■■ Deutsche Apotheker Bank, Düsseldorf

■■ Deutscher Sparkassen- und Giroverband, Berlin

■■ Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum, Heidelberg

■■ EKF diagnostic GmbH, Barleben

■■ ESI Group, Paris (F)

■■ evico GmbH, Dresden

■■ First Quality Nonwoven Inc., Hazle Township (USA)

■■ FLSmidth Wadgassen GmbH, Wadgassen

■■ Forschungszentrum Jülich, Jülich

■■ Fujitsu / ICT, Aachen

■■ Grau Data, Schwäbisch Gmünd

■■ Heidelberger Ionen Therapie GmbH, Heidelberg

■■ Heimbach GmbH & Co. KG, Düren

■■ Hilite International, Nürtingen

■■ Hospitals: Bremen, Dachau, Essen,  Franfurt-Höchst, 

 Heidelberg, Homburg

■■ Hubert Stüken GmbH & Co. KG, Rinteln

■■ Hüttenwerke Krupp Mannesmann, Duisburg

■■ IBS FILTRAN GmbH, Morsbach-Lichtenberg

■■ Intel / BMW, München

■■ John Deere, Mannheim und Kaiserslautern 

■■ Johns Manville Europe GmbH, Bobingen

■■ Juwi Holding AG, Wörrstadt

■■ K+S Kali, Phillippsthal

■■ Keiper GmbH & Co. KG, Kaiserslautern, Rockenhausen

■■ KTM-Sportmotorcycle AG, Mattighofen (A)

■■ Leder- und Gerberschule Reutlingen e.V., Reutlingen

■■ Liebherr, Kirchdorf, Colmar (F)

■■ LKC Wirtschaftsprüfer, Rechtsanwälte, Steuerberater, München

■■ MAN Truck & Bus Deutschland GmbH, München

■■ Mann+Hummel GmbH, Ludwigsburg

■■ Marathon Oil, Houston (USA)

■■ Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) / Harvard Medical 

School, Boston (USA)
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■■ Math2Market GmbH, Kaiserslautern

■■ Megware, Chemnitz

■■ Micobuss Software GmbH, Essen

■■ Mines Paris Tech, Paris / Fontainebleau (F)

■■ MTU Aero Engines GmbH, München

■■ MVZ Dres. Englmaier, Waldkraiburg

■■ Neoperl GmbH, Müllheim

■■ NOGRID GmbH, Mainz

■■ Oerlikon Neumag, Neumünster

■■ Paul Wild OHG, Kirschweiler

■■ Pfalzwerke, Ludwigshafen

■■ Porsche AG, Weissach

■■ proALPHA Software AG, Weilerbach

■■ Procter & Gamble, Schwalbach; Euskirchen, Cincinnati (USA)

■■ Progress Rail Inspection & Information Systems, Bad Dürkheim

■■ R+V Versicherung, Wiesbaden

■■ Reckitt Benckiser Produktions GmbH, Ludwigshafen

■■ Repsol, Houston (USA)

■■ Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart

■■ Roche Pharma AG, Grenzach-Wyhlen, Pensberg

■■ Rock Solid Images, Houston (USA)

■■ Rolls-Royce Deutschland Ltd & Co KG, Oberursel

■■ Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung GmbH, Duisburg

■■ Scania CV AB, Södertälje (S)

■■ Schmitz Cargobull AG, Altenberge

■■ Schott AG, Mainz

■■ Seismic City, Houston (USA)

■■ SIEDA GmbH, Kaiserslautern

■■ Siemens AG, Energy Sector, Nürnberg

■■ Siemens AG, Oncology Care Systems, Heidelberg

■■ Spring Energy, Oslo (N)

■■ Stadtwerke Kaiserslautern, Kaiserslautern

■■ Statoil, Stavanger (N), Trondheim (N)

■■ Stryker GmbH & Co KG, Freiburg

■■ Transtec, Tübingen

■■ T-Systems Solutions for Research GmbH, Stuttgart

■■ Tucher Beratende Ingenieure Projektmanagement, München

■■ Universities: Bordeaux (F), Erlangen, Freiberg, Kaiserslautern, 

Karlsruhe, Kassel, Linz (A), Mainz, Mannheim, Nancy(F), Saar-

brücken, Thuwal (KSA), Ulm

■■ Universities of applied sciences: Darmstadt, Emden, Kaisers-

lautern, Mainz, Mannheim, Saarbrücken, Südwest falen, 

Westküste

■■ Vaillant, Remscheid

■■ Vesuvius GmbH, Borken

■■ Voith Paper Fabric & Roll Systems, Heidenheim

■■ Volkswagen AG, Wolfsburg

■■ Volkswagen-Stiftung, Hannover

■■ Volvo CE, Konz, Göteburg (S)

■■ VR Automotive Dichtsysteme GmbH, Auengrund

■■ Westinghouse Electric Germany GmbH, Mannheim

■■ Wipotec GmbH, Kaiserslautern

■■ Woltz GmbH, Wertheim

■■ Zaunwelt GmbH, Duhlwiesen
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a d V I s o r y  B o a r d n e t W o r k I n g  a n d  c o o p e r a t I o n s

ITWM is integrated in a network of national and international 

partnerships and a member of several associations within the 

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft:

■ Fraunhofer ICT Group
■ Fraunhofer Group for Materials and Components –  

 MATERIALS (as associated member)
■ Fraunhofer Automobile Production Alliance
■ Fraunhofer Battery Alliance
■ Fraunhofer Cloud Computing Alliance
■ Fraunhofer Lightweight Structures Alliance
■ Fraunhofer Simulation Alliance
■ Fraunhofer Traffic and Transportation Alliance
■ Fraunhofer Vision Alliance
■ Fraunhofer Innovation Cluster “Digital Commercial Vehicle  

 Technology” 

further cooperations

■ Innovation Center »Applied System Modeling«  

The Fraunhofer institutes IESE, ITWM, IPM (Terahertz Measure-

ment Technology department) as well as the departments of 

Computer Science and Mathematics at TU Kaiserslautern work 

in close cooperation at ASM to bring high tech products to 

market quickly.
■ Center for Mathematical and Computational Modeling  

(CM)2 co-located in the Mathematics department of TU Kaisers-

lautern, is focused on mathematical applications in the engi-

neering sciences.
■ Felix Klein Center for Mathematics 

The FKZM is an institutional pooling of resources from the 

Math department at TU Kaiserslautern and Fraunhofer ITWM, 

with a focus on the promotion of young researchers, to include 

modeling weeks for schools, scholarships, and a mentor pro-

gram for students of mathematics.
■ Science Alliance Kaiserslautern 

Network of academic and research institutes in Kaiserslautern.

August Altherr, John Deere European Technology Innovation 

Center

Dr.-Ing. Erwin Flender, MAGMA Gießereitechnologie GmbH

Dr. Werner Groh, Johns Manville Europe GmbH

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Hackbusch, Max Planck Institute for 

 Mathematics in the Sciences

Johannes Heger, HegerGuss GmbH

Prof. Dr. Peter Jagers, Matematiska Vetenskaper Chalmers

Dr. Wilhelm Krüger, Blue Order AG

Prof. Dr. Volker Mehrmann, Technische Universität Berlin

Prof. Dr. Helmut Neunzert, Fraunhofer ITWM

Barbara Ofstad, Siemens AG

Richard Ortseifer, Ministry for Economic Affairs, Climate Pro-

tection, Energy and Regional Planning in Rhineland-Palatinate

Ingo Ruhmann, Federal Ministry of Education and  Research

Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Sauter, FE-DESIGN GmbH

Prof. Dr. Helmut J. Schmidt, President University Kaiserslautern

Dr. Mattias Schmidt, Procter & Gamble Service GmbH

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Wahlster, DFKI GmbH

Dr. Achim Weber, Ministry for Education,  Science, Further 

 Education, and Culture in Rhineland-Palatinate

Dr. Christof M. Weber, Daimler AG 
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t h e  f r a u n h o f e r - g e s e l l s c h a f t  

a t  a  g l a n c e

Research of practical utility lies at the heart of all activities pur-

sued by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. Founded in 1949, the re-

search organization undertakes applied research that drives 

economic development and serves the wider benefit of society. 

Its services are solicited by customers and contractual partners 

in industry, the service sector and public administration.

At present, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft maintains 66 institutes 

and independent research units. The majority of the more 

than 22,000 staff are qualified scientists and engineers, who 

work with an annual research budget of 1.9 billion euros. Of 

this sum, more than 1.6 billion euros is generated through 

contract research. More than 70 percent of the Fraunhofer-

Gesellschaft’s contract research revenue is derived from con-

tracts with industry and from publicly financed research proj-

ects. Almost 30 percent is contributed by the German federal 

and Länder governments in the form of base funding, en-

abling the institutes to work ahead on solutions to problems 

that will not become acutely relevant to industry and society 

until five or ten years from now.

Affiliated international research centers and representative of-

fices provide contact with the regions of greatest importance 

to present and future scientific progress and economic devel-

opment.

With its clearly defined mission of application-oriented re-

search and its focus on key technologies of relevance to the 

future, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft plays a prominent role in 

the German and European innovation process. Applied re-

search has a knock-on effect that extends beyond the direct 

benefits perceived by the customer: Through their research 

and development work, the Fraunhofer Institutes help to rein-

force the competitive strength of the economy in their local 

region, and throughout Germany and Europe. They do so by 

promoting innovation, strengthening the technological base, 

improving the acceptance of new technologies, and helping 

to train the urgently needed future generation of scientists 

and engineers.
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As an employer, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft offers its staff 

the opportunity to develop the professional and personal skills 

that will allow them to take up positions of responsibility with-

in their institute, at universities, in industry and in society. Stu-

dents who choose to work on projects at the Fraunhofer Insti-

tutes have excellent prospects of starting and developing a 

career in industry by virtue of the practical training and expe-

rience they have acquired.

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is a recognized non-profit organi-

zation that takes its name from Joseph von Fraunhofer (1787 – 

1826), the illustrious Munich researcher, inventor and entre-

preneur.
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■ flexIBle structures

■ fluId dynaMIcs

■ grId-free Methods

■ optIcs, radIatIon, heat 

■ Model reductIon

tranSport proceSSeS

head of department  

Dr. Raimund Wegener 

Phone: +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-42 31 

raimund.wegener@itwm.fraunhofer.de
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The core competence of the Transport Process department is the mathematical modeling of 

complex industrial problems and the development of efficient algorithms for numerical solu-

tions (simulation). The problem areas outlined below are found in the technical scientific field 

(fluid dynamics, radiative transfer, optics, acoustics, structural mechanics, etc.) and from the 

point of view of mathematics, can lead to partial differential equations that are mainly charac-

terized as transport algorithms. Our industry customers are primarily interested in the optimiza-

tion of products or the technical designs of manufacturing processes. The department provides 

services and products that range from collaborative research projects with the R&D departments 

of our business partners with a focus on the engineering sciences to studies including design 

and optimization proposals, concept development, and software development. The year 2012 

was very successful for all groups in the department, both professionally and economically. 

flexible structures

The Flexible Structures group concentrates on modeling and numerical simulation of flexible 

(elastic, viscous, or viscoelastic) objects, especially, on the dynamics of filaments in (turbulent) 

flows. After many years in development the FIDYST (Fiber Dynamics Simulation Tool) simulator 

underwent a complete redesign in 2012 and now has a brand new highly efficient algorithmic 

C++-core, an intuitive user interface and a flexible port to commercial flow solvers. FIDYST has 

been used successfully in numerous projects to optimize the design of industrial textile produc-

tion processes (e.g., non-woven production, spinning processes). The actual FIDYST suite simu-

lator was extended especially for spunbonded nonwovens to include stochastic models for fiber 

deposition and the generation of virtual nonwovens.

fluid dynamics 

The core competence of this group covers the major areas of fluid dynamics on the basis of 

 Navier-Stokes equations, i.e., the entire spectrum in terms of ratios like Reynolds or Mach num-

ber as well as various material models. Frequently, fluid-structure couplings or heat radiation 

are incorporated. By extending and expanding standard tools like FLUENT or CFX with our own 

specific routines, efficient and accurate solutions are available for current research problems. A 

major focus is the optimal design of geometries for extrusion flows based on the required wall 

shear stress distribution.
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grid-free Methods

The department has developed its own independent software basis, the Finite Pointset Method 

(FPM), for completing simulation tasks in the broad spectrum of problems arising in the area of 

fluid and continuum mechanics. FPM is a particle method, which unlike traditional numerical 

methods such as Finite Element or Finite Volume, needs no meshing and thus no cross-linkage. 

This method is extremely well suited for solving time dependent problems where grid-based 

methods are limited by the need for remeshing. Some typical challenges are problems in fluid 

dynamics with free surfaces, multiphase flows, fluid-structure-interactions with strong changes 

in the computing domain or structure mechanical problems with substantial changes in  structure.

optics, radiation, and heat 

Freeform lenses or reflectors are used for specific area illumination in accordance with defined 

conditions. No additional dimming or projection elements are required, which means the opti-

mal light effect is provided with a minimum of optics. But what must the surface of a lens or 

reflector look like to distribute the light so precisely? The Transport Processes department de-

veloped a very fast, robust algorithm and then implemented it in the software tool LODTa 

(Light Optimal Distribution Tool), which demonstrates the department’s competence in solving 

so called “inverse problems”. In addition to optic design and radiation in the visible range, oth-

er research priorities are radiation transport in the infrared range, heat transfer, and heat con-

duction.

Model reduction

Today’s technical products and processes can be simulated in great detail thanks to highly ad-

vanced software and increased computing power. However, developers are still not satisfied. 

They want more: variants have to be tested, evaluated quickly, and optimized. The key tech-

nology is called parametric model reduction, in which the original object, for example, a large 

Finite Element model, is converted to a parametric, reduced state-space model. These models 

can be evaluated much faster than the original model. The new parametric approach devel-

oped at ITWM solves two of the classic problems of reduction models: It is no longer necessary 

to start a new reduction for every new design parameter. Instead, the new parameter set is 

created by interpolation using a few pre-calculated reduced models – often in just a fraction of 

a second.

Dr. Isabel Ostermann,  

Dr. Jörg Kuhnert, Dr. Elisa 

Röhrig, Andre Schmeißer, 

Dr. Christian Leithäuser,  

Dr. Jan Mohring, Johannes 

Schnebele, Thomas Cibis, 

Dr. Walter Arne, Maria 

Kobert, Simon Schröder

Dr. Simone Gramsch,  

Dr. Dietmar Hietel,  

Dr. Norbert Siedow, Florian 

Hübsch, Dr. Robert Feßler, 

Dr. Raimund Wegener, 

Johannes Maringer,  

Dr. Jevgenij Jegorov,  

Dr. Jalo Liljo, Sergey 

Antonov
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1 Temperature curve of 

all fi bers in a staple fi ber 

spinning process (6.7 dtex) 

from ADVANSA

2 Temperature distribu

tion on the roller in the sta

ple fi ber spinning process 

from ADVANSA. Conse-

quent to the cooling by 150 

degrees, the agreement 

between simulation and 

measurements is excellent 

- with an average of 110 °C 

versus 112 °C and a stan-

dard deviation of 12 K ver-

sus 14 K

3 Simulation of Woltz ro-

tary spin processes in fi ber-

glass production

After the molten polymer mass exits the spin packet, the spinning process becomes the real 

function defi ning step in the production process of fi bers and fi laments. The spectrum of ap-

plication ranges from staple fi bers and nonwovens to industrial textiles. The spinning process 

mechanically or aerodynamically accelerates the fi bers to the required spin speed. The process 

quality depends most of all on the regularity of the fi ber characteristics and the productivity.

In recent years, a series of research activities at Fraunhofer ITWM have provided the founda-

tion for a comprehensive simulation of such spinning processes. The fi lament models based on 

the Cosserat theory, are based on a one-dimensional balancing of mass, impulse and energy 

along the fi lament for string models and additionally, the rotary angular momentum for rod 

models. The surrounding air fl ow produces a force on the fi lament and effects a thermal ex-

change with the fi lament. On the basis of analytical and experimental fi ndings, ITWM has de-

veloped a universally applicable model for aerodynamic forces. The retroactive effect on the 

fl ow is based on the general “action equals reaction” principle. Homogenization conducts this 

to linear momentum and energy sources in the fl ow, realizable as UDF in fl ow tools like  FLUENT. 

The result of the iterative linkage of fi ber dynamics in MATLAB and the fl ow dynamics in  FLUENT 

is a tool to simulate the entire interplay within the spinning process.

This simulation principle has been used in cooperation with industry partners for various spin-

ning processes. The mechanically driven staple fi ber spinning process at ADVANSA places the 

highest demands for regularity of the fi bers and subsequently, the cooling process. As a result 

of the collaboration, a modifi ed spinning process with improved regularity has been estab-

lished. An aerodynamic spinning process is used by the Woltz Company in the production of 

 fi berglass wool. In this process, the extrudate is fi rst distributed onto a rotating disk as a glass 

fi lm and then pressed out by centrifugal force through ten thousand holes and frayed out in a 

stream of air created by a hot gaseous fl ow near the disk and a surrounding curtain of cold air. 

The simulations demand a high precision coupling due to the aerodynamically determined fi la-

ment curves as well as the coupling with the glass fi lm on the inside of the rotor. The aim of 

the optimization process is the most suitable integration of the various throughputs per hole of 

the different rows and the signifi cantly higher spinning speed on the upper rows as compared 

to the lower rows.

sIMulatIon and optIMIzatIon of spInnIng 
processes
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1 + 2 Two different de

signs of a spinneret with 

homogeneous wall shear 

stress (illustrated by color)

Spinning processes for the manufacture of non-woven fabrics and fi laments are used in a wide 

range of product applications. Typically, the process chain consists of the production steps 

smelting, spinning, swirling, and deposit. The process begins as a molten polymer is pressed 

through the geometry of a spinneret onto a spinning plate. The spinning plate is composed of 

many fi ne capillaries, through which the fi laments are spun. In the next step, these fi laments 

are swirled, cooled, and deposited onto a conveyor belt for further processing as an end prod-

uct. The product quality depends on the optimal interplay of all process steps.

Research activity focused on optimal extrusion fl ow is concerned with the polymer fl ows within 

such spinnerets as well as with the region around the spin plate. Since the polymer used for an 

actual spinning process can degenerate rapidly, it is essential for the product quality to keep 

the dwell time as short as possible. If the dwell time is too long, it can lead to degradations or 

premature cooling of the polymer and consequently, to poor quality fi laments and even breaks 

in the fi ber. In the worst case, individual capillaries or spinneret parts become clogged. 

The optimal design of the spinneret, mathematically speaking, presents a shape optimization 

problem. A good quality criterion for a spinneret is the wall shear stress. This is a measure for 

the increase of the fl ow velocity in the region of the walls of the spinneret. A region where the 

wall shear stress is very low indicates an area with slow fl ow velocity, which leads to a longer 

polymer dwell time. Correspondingly, it makes sense to design the geometry of the spinneret 

to be free from regions of low wall shear stress. Conversely, problems can also arise when wall 

shear stress is too high, so to achieve an optimal spinneret design, the wall shear stress should 

be as homogeneous as possible. The method developed at ITWM facilitates the design of indi-

vidual polymer distributors and, in the future, of colplete spin packs, for a wide spectrum of 

process parameters. The design geometries created on a computer can be checked with com-

plex fl ow simulations in advance. In this way, the expected improvements can be verifi ed prior 

to the actual construction. Successful industrial implementations demonstrate that this ap-

proach has major advantages over previous designs.

optIMal extrusIon floWs

1 22
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1 – 6 Spray formation 

passing through shallow 

water; starting point for 

studies of (rain)water 

 transport on vehicles

raIn Water ManageMent for auto BodIes

Rain is nature’s motor. In some situations, however, rain water is not our friend: it leads to irri-

tation or can cause damage. In this case, the simulation of rain water is not only a “nice-to-

have”, but rather a very practical tool in the development of technology that can be impaired 

by water.

Consider the example of an automobile. Rain water can cause damage when it enters hollow 

spaces, for example the doors, where it can start to corrode numerous existing electric and 

electronic devices. Rain water becomes a risk factor when dirty rain falls and smudges rear 

view mirrors and windows. Rain water becomes an irritation when it is constantly dripping from 

the tailgate into the trunk. Simulation can be used to spare the irritation as well as damage and 

provide safety. We think of rain water in the form of thin layers (puddles, pools of water) and 

also in the form of droplets. One form may transition over to the other form, as when many 

droplets on the tailgate are turned into a surge of water as a layer is formed when the trunk is 

opened. A stream of water fl owing over a separating edge always forms into droplets. This 

 dynamic is dominated by surface tension and the wetting angle of the water to the adjacent 

surface.

The overall aim is to achieve the most effi cient simulation possible. This is the reason why the 

thin layers are not represented as a 3D solution, but rather with the aid of shallow water equa-

tions. However, droplets can only be numerically managed as a classic 3D image. In both cases, 

the basis for the simulation is the Finite Pointset Method (FPM). FPM is a grid-free approach es-

pecially well-suited for solving simulation problems with free surfaces. A very practical use of 

FPM is when the fl ow region a priori cannot be contained (i. e., it is impossible to know in ad-

vance where the droplet will land). The solution to the shallow water equation occurs on a 

point cloud, which only exists on the edge of the geometry, where it glides along like a thin 

fi lm of water. The FPM solver for shallow water was an innovative development in 2012; theo-

retical water fi lm thickness and velocity are the major integration variables. The droplet prob-

lem has a classic 3D FPM solution. The challenge consists in the integration of these phases. To 

the extent that a droplet can form from a shallow layer of water, the FPM numerics must also 

be able to produce a 3D phase from a shallow water solution. The same is true in reverse.

1 2 3

4 5 6
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Freeform optics is used to illuminate surfaces (screens) with respect to individually specifi ed re-

quirements. The rays of light are redirected to the freeform surface by refraction or refl ection, 

in a way that satisfi es the requirements. In doing so, no light is lost and no other optical com-

ponents are necessary. Consequently, freeform optics is extremely energy effi cient and sustain-

able. 

In collaboration with Fraunhofer IPT and Fraunhofer IOF, Fraunhofer ITWM contributes to the 

strategic business alliance “Design and Production of Freeform Optics (WISA FREIFORM)”. 

ITWM, as lead manager of the alliance, supports the vision of realizing the goal of having a 

customized freeform surface designed, measured, and manufactured in just 30 minutes for use 

in medium size enterprises. 

Fraunhofer ITWM works with others in WISA FREIFORM on the development and implementa-

tion of mathematical algorithms for freeform optics. The software developed at ITWM can be 

used to calculate the freeform lens and refl ector surfaces in just a few seconds. The required 

light distribution is imported as normal image fi le (*.bmp, *.png, *.tif, *.jpg). The freeform op-

tics solution is exported as an iges-fi le and can be read by other software packages. 

Both sides of a lens can be designed to achieve a lens with an infi nite depth of fi eld. One side 

is designed so that it realizes the required image, while the design of the other side ensures the 

image is retained no matter what the distance to the screen. 

In 2012, besides working on the design of freeform optics, another research focus was the 

computation of rotationally symmetric aspheres. The major feature of this kind of freeform lens 

consists of the fact that light from a point source and falling on the underside of the lens is 

evenly redirected to an angular domain. In addition to the theoretical concept, new software 

was developed that enables the rapid computation and storage of this kind of lens as an iges-

object. Non-spherical lenses are used, for example, as the primary optics in LEDs (light emitting 

diodes). These lenses capture all the LED light and redirect it into the required angular domain. 

freeforM optIcs

1 An asphere lens bundles 

all the light from the half

space into a 20° cone.

2 Freeform lenses with in-

fi nite depth of fi eld and 

photos in 1 m or 3 m dis-

tance from the lens
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floW and MaterIal 
SIMulatIon 

head of department  

Dr. Konrad Steiner 

Phone: +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-43 42 

konrad.steiner@itwm.fraunhofer.de

■  MIcrostructure sIMulatIon and  
VIrtual MaterIal desIgn

■ hydrodynaMIcs

■ coMplex fluIds

■ MechanIcs of MaterIals
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The Flow and Material Simulation department works on multi-scale modeling and development 

of efficient and robust simulation methods and software tools for the integration of virtual ma-

terial design in product development process. Modeling and simulation of the production pro-

cesses of complex composites or hybrid materials are being increasingly integrated in the virtual 

design process. The typical application areas are the production and functionalization of filter 

materials and industrial filters, batteries or fuel cells, and fiber or particle reinforced compos-

ites. In many applications, an understanding and consideration of the local structural interrela-

tionships among the underlying fluid and material properties is essential for product and pro-

cess design. The department is uniquely distinguished for its work in the development, supply, 

and specific application of multi-scale and multi-physical methods and customized software 

products for industrial operations.

Microstructure simulation and virtual material design

Virtual material design focuses on the development of methods and software for the functional 

optimization of complex, three dimensional, geometric structures of porous and composite ma-

terials. The technology is state of the art, especially, in component design projects for fuel cells, 

paper making systems, and various kinds of filter media. The marketing and commercialization 

of the GeoDict software is now the responsibility of spin-off company Math2Market. The co-

operation was intensified in many areas during 2012 and a ten-year cooperation and use 

agreement was signed with Math2Market.

hydrodynamics

The research and development group focuses on the development platform FiltEST (Filter Element 

Simulation Toolbox), a customizable decision support tool for use throughout the entire spec-

trum of filter elements and systems that is attracting global customer interest. Simulation tech-

nology is currently also used successfully for non-standard filtration processes, in which flow 

driven particles are purposefully separated or agglomerated for material production. A follow-

on project is continuing the development of the CoPool software for an efficient, three dimen-

sional flow simulation of flooding incidents. This project is now linked as an optional module to 

the COCOSYS process simulator, where major incidents involving the containment tanks of the 

Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) are analyzed. 
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complex fluids 

The consistent formulation and the correct numerical analysis of granular materials in fluids 

(suspensions) has opened many new possibilities for transitioning to the behaviors of solids. 

Current industry customer projects involve the simulation of mixers, mills, and solid material 

 filters for various applications. In general, numerical flow simulation with complex material be-

havior, in addition to modeling, places a high demand on the mathematical solution methods 

and flexibility of the software. CoRheoS is a development environment for the implementation 

and combination of specialized solvers for various complex flow processes, which help to create 

specialized application software for industrial design process. Examples of this are the GRAIN 

and BEST (Battery and Electrochemistry Simulation Tool) solutions.

Mechanics of Materials 

The simulative micro-mechanical design and the dimensioning of components made of hetero-

geneous materials are the focus of our current work. Areas of special interest are the thermo-

mechanic and acoustic characteristics of lightweight structures made of composite materials. 

FeelMath is a highly efficient computational process and an easy to use analysis tool for almost 

any microstructure defined by volume images or analytical descriptions. It is possible to make 

accurate stress analyses in combination with predicted effective material parameters even for 

tangible materials. The integration with a fully linked multi-scale analysis of components was 

also achieved. In the process, the material routine of a finite element software (e. g., ABAQUS) 

is replaced by a micro-mechanical calculation using FeelMath. Current project work is focused 

on extending multi-scale calculation in terms of damage and fatigue. 

The year 2012 was extremely turbulent because of both planned and unplanned personnel 

changes. Overall, the group lost ten staff members, although intensive business or scientific 

contact has been maintained with most of them – in particular, to the spin-off company Math2-

Market. In the end, the personnel situation stabilized and the stated business and research ob-

jectives could be achieved. The network of international contacts is broadening (especially, via 

the Interpore Society,) and has lead to the creation of joint research projects like the one with 

the Center for Numerical Porous Media at the Saudi Arabian King Abdullah University of Science 

and Technology, KAUST.
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The automotive industry, pursuing the goal to achieve low weights, strives to use composite 

materials such as glass-fi ber reinforced plastics (GRP), and carbon fi ber reinforced plastics 

(CFRP). The GRP and CFRP are very well suited for lightweight construction, but the commit-

ment to use them in mass production is still in its infancy. One essential reason is the inability 

to precisely simulate crash performance. On the macroscopic level, it is very diffi cult to extrapo-

late the mechanical behavior of the material based on its microstructure. Among other things, 

this has consequences in the crash performance, which is due mostly to micro-cracks. Previously 

used methods (Finite Element Method) either are connected with high computing time or pro-

vide no suffi cient accuracy (“mean fi eld” methods).

Within the MEF project (Micromechanical modeling of the crash performance of carbon-fi ber 

reinforced plastics carried out with the Fraunhofer IWM, a numerical method was developed 

that allows the reliable calculation of the macroscopic mechanical behavior from the complex, 

heterogeneous fi ber structure of the material and can replace complex experiments as a “virtual 

laboratory”.

The approach is based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to solve an integral equation and 

overcomes the barriers of the conventional methods using low memory and shorter processing 

times. The calculation on realistic three-dimensional microstructure models is accelerated to 

several orders of magnitude while maintaining accuracy. Thus, overnight simulations are possible 

on a standard PC and the critical gap in the ability to simulate the crash performance is closed. 

The developed program, called FeelMathVOX, is integrated among others as a module into the 

software GeoDict (www.geodict.com) developed at the Fraunhofer ITWM, and commercially 

distributed by the Math2Market GmbH spin-off.

FeelMathVOX is absolutely robust concerning the complexity of the geometry and the material 

properties (high material contrast, incompressible materials, and porous inclusions are easily 

manageable) of the micro-structure. Therefore, it can be applied to the assessment of natural 

porous materials like rock formations, in addition to the use for optimization of industrial mate-

rials and geometries in the aerospace and automotive industry.

feelMath Vox

1 Short glass fi bers rein-

forced plastic

2 VonMises stress under 

load in the fi ber directiong

3 Berea sandstone
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under load in the zdirec

tion
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1 CAD representation of 

the fi lter element to be 

simulated; cylindrical hous-

ing with pleated medi

um, inlet (red) and outlet 

(green)

2 Streamline visualization 

of the fl uid’s fl ow speed 

(red = high, blue = low) as-

sist with the location of un

favourable fl ow bottle-

necks.

3 Streamline visualization 

of the particles’ concentra-

tion (red  =  high, blue  =  low); 

using simulation results, in-

effective regions of the fi l-

ter element can be identi

fi ed.

Today’s fi lter elements have to be effi cient in many ways. The fi lter effi ciency in the literal sense 

is a measure of the achievable purity of the fi ltrate. In order to ensure the longest possible oper-

ating time, an optimal ratio of dirt holding capacity to pressure drop is required. Last but not 

least, economical production and ecological sustainability are important criteria when deciding 

about the product design and the materials involved. 

As in other industry sectors, fi lter element manufacturers are confronted with the need to accel-

erate their product innovation processes. Reasons for this are steadily increasing performance 

demands, new or changing fi elds of application and the rapid development of innovative fi lter-

ing media, to mention just a few. However, an exclusive use of real-world prototypes for evalu-

ating a fi lter design is very costly and particularly time-consuming. Specialized simulation soft-

ware has proven to be an extremely effective means to shorten the developmental period. More 

than ten years of expertise and experience in fi ltration modelling and simulation have fl own into 

the Filter Element Simulation Toolbox (FiltEST). The core of this software family consists of the 

modules to perform the numerical simulation of the fl uid fl ow through the fi lter housing and 

medium as well as the particles’ transport and their deposition. The obtained knowledge of the 

velocity fi eld, the pressure distribution, the particle concentrations and deposits allow the as-

sessment of a design’s main performance properties without the need for a real-world proto-

type. 

FiltEST allows the user to deal with a large part of the work fl ow in virtual product design.

There are modules for the import of CAD geometries and their conversion into appropriate 

computational grids. For a variety of fi ltration models, robust fi tting methods are available that 

can estimate input parameters from experimental data. FiltEST assists the product designers 

during the post-processing stage, too. Results are written in appropriate fi le formats for the 

analysis using spreadsheet and effective visualization, respectively. A graphical user interface 

facilitates the use of the different FiltEST modules and offers a batch mode to automate the 

treatment of larger simulation projects. Despite the fact that the generated grids are orientated 

towards high numerical effi ciency, the simulation for more complex geometries still requires 

substantial computational cost. Popular examples for this are fi lters with pleated media for 

which the identifi cation of the optimal pleat count is a major design goal. In order to reduce 

the number of simulations needed to achieve this, FiltEST offers analytical modules to narrow 

down the range of corresponding geometrical parameters.

fIltest – fIlter eleMent sIMulatIon toolBox 

1 2 3
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papergeo – generatIng VIrtual structures 
for paper and paperBoard

Although paper and paperboard seem to be homogeneous in appearance, on a microstructure 

level they are complex materials, consisting of cellulose fi bers, fi ne fi bers, and fi llers. Strictly 

speaking paperboard is also paper, albeit a paper with a grammage of more than 150 g / m2. 

The aim is to generate a virtual fi ber structure with fi llers using a microstructure simulation. 

Additionally, it should be possible to perform predictions regarding the material properties. The 

paper industry can develop innovative methods using such predictions, which in turn, lead to 

optimized manufacturing processes and products. 

Fraunhofer ITWM develops the new virtual structure generator PaperGeo, which satisfi es the 

requirements mentioned above and is also a module of the existing software suite GeoDict. 

PaperGeo enables microstructure models of paper to be generated. Tomography and SEM im-

ages provide the basis for the modeling, which facilitates the specifi cation of material distribu-

tion, fi ber cross-section and orientation, and percentage of fi ller particles, etc. in the paper. 

Figure 1 shows the material density distribution of a two-ply paper as found in this analysis. It 

is evident that the upper layer has a higher percentage of fi ber than the lower layer. Using the 

extracted information, PaperGeo generates a microstructure model that also accounts for the 

fi ne fi bers (Figure 2). The rough fi bers are shown in red and fi ne fi bers are colored green. By 

using variable parameters, different paper characteristics, for example, permeability can be ex-

amined, although we have focused in particular on the infl uence of potential fi ller particles. 

The result is illustrated in Figure 3 with the fi ller particles shown in blue. 

Meanwhile, several well-known companies have selected PaperGeo. Among them are Albany 

International, Eka Chemicals, Stora Enso, Tetra Pak Packaging Solutions AB, and Fraunhofer 

Chalmers Centre (FCC). In this case, an interface is developed to allow the extracted effective 

parameters to be run for the purpose of performing a macro-simulation of edge-wicking 

(moisture induced edge corrugation). 

The software development follows a general approach making it also possible to simulate  other 

fi berous products, like fabrics and nonwovens. Meltblown media are one example.

1  Averaged material dis

tribution in direction of 

thickness

2  Two-layer paper model

3  Paper model with fi ller 

particles

2 3
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Granular materials and the associated processing processes are highly signifi cant to the economy 

and, at the same time, they are an exciting area of research in the simulation of complex fl uids. 

Approximately 60 % of the products in the chemical industry are granular materials – another 

20 % of the products contain powdered forms. For effi cient processing, the process behavior 

plays a key role, that is, the interaction between physical properties. From another perspective, it 

is precisely these physical properties that place high demands on fl ow modeling, as well as the 

numeric algorithms to solve the nonlinear PDEs.

In joint development projects with industry partners, it has been shown that besides the chal-

lenges already mentioned, the characterization of the granular materials is an essential compo-

nent of predictive simulations. Last year we successfully completed the fi rst ZIM project for single-

phase characterization of granular materials. An MEF project in cooperation with Fraunhofer IKTS 

was initiated for two-phase characterization of granular air fl ows. In the framework of these proj-

ects as well as other ongoing projects to simulate air driven granular fl ows, bead mills, mixers, 

and silos, the available simulation solvers are being extended to include characterization into the 

simulation infrastructure. The mid-term goal is a simulation with the characterized materials of 

our industry partners.

This method is especially useful in the modeling of granular single-phase, multi-phase, and even 

suspension fl ows – a new area of modeling – because the characterizations must be performed 

with regard to the model being solved. In other words, only models with experimentally charac-

terizable parameters are considered. Furthermore, new technologies were developed last year 

within GRAIN. In particular these involve the utilization of simulation for detailed spatial resolu-

tion problems as well as for investigating long term fl ow patterns. As to the former, local grid re-

fi nement in granular fl ow solvers is now provided, which facilitates more detailed resolution, es-

pecially, for example, for the movable parts in mixers or bead mills. Concerning the analysis of 

long-term fl ow patterns, it is now possible to simulate, on the basis of previously existing detailed 

simulation, a time segment with quasi-stationary behavior with tracer particles for a statistically 

relevant long period. This is possible in fast processes (mixers) as well as for long term discharge 

experiments with silos. 

1 Design of an experimen-

tal mixer comparing experi-

ment and simulation (hori

zontal velocity profi le in 

the bulk)

2  Simulation study of resi-

dence times in a silo using 

tracer particles: Simulated 

residence time distribution 

with two characteristic ex-

perimentally observed out-

fl ow peaks and slice view 

of intermediate tracer posi

tions.

desIgnIng granular products and processes 
WIth graIn
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The worldwide growth of the industrial image processing sector has had a positive effect on 

the department. We provide visual imaging technology, as well as imaging systems that use 

 X-ray computed tomography and ultrasound devices. In 2012, in close cooperation with our in-

dustry and R&D partners, the department developed and implemented customized solutions in 

the area of image and signal processing as well as ultrasonic imaging. We look back at 2012 as 

a successful business year with a high share of industry projects. At no time in the past has the 

department worked on so many projects and installed so many industrial systems.  Furthermore, 

the number of scientific publications, graduate theses, and conference visits was never greater.

surface inspection

Surface inspection in industrial production, i.e., the control of the optical appearance of a pro-

duct, is one of the most important measures in quality assurance. Inspection systems identify 

not only the functional faults, but also, to an increasing degree the aesthetic “faults”. The de-

tection of such faults is challenging, due to the difficulty of translating subjective fault descrip-

tions into mathematical models. The department has had a primary focus, especially in recent 

years, on such surface inspection systems with highly complex algorithms and was especially 

rewarded this year – in no other year have we installed so many surface inspection systems.

analysis and modeling of micro- and nanostructures 

Today’s materials have microstructures that to a large extent determine their macroscopic prop-

erties. The department develops algorithms for the characterization and stochastic modeling of 

such microstructures using 3D image data. Our products are dedicated to a deeper understand-

ing of spatial geometry and the relationship to the structural properties in the materials and 

present new possibilities (e.g., the optimization of material properties) through virtual material 

design. In 2012, other areas of study were the analysis of the structural features of ceramic 

foams that define the filter characteristics as well as the modeling of fiber and cellular struc-

tures from SEM images.

ultrasonic imaging

The Ultrasonic Imaging group investigates another imaging technology and presents new op-

portunities for the inspection and visualization of materials and components of interest to in-

dustry. The aim is to determine and evaluate material properties, prepare simulations and opti-

mize ultrasonic sensors, develop fault recognition and classification systems for complex 
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components, determine probability of detection (POD), as well as the optimization of inspec-

tion processes. Another focus of the group last year was the development of innovative soft-

ware linking traditional optical inspection technology. 

signal analysis in railway systems

In an enduring, 20-year cooperation with Progress Rail Inspection and Information Systems, 

Fraunhofer ITWM develops and improves software for early identification of overheated axle 

bearings and blocked brakes on passenger and freight trains. This is achieved by capturing 

temperature data using infrared sensors and subsequently, a sophisticated conversion and as-

sessment process. Recently, a redesign of the software and hardware was completed so that  

a new product was brought to market in 2012.

software packages

Fraunhofer ITWM licenses two image processing software packages – MAVI and ToolIP – for 

commercial use as well as for training and educational purposes. These two products were 

brought closer together in 2012 so that ToolIP can now be used in conjunction with MAVI and 

the MAVI algorithms can be used directly in ToolIP. MAVI is a software system for the analysis 

of volume images of complex microstructures, for example, open and closed cell foams or fiber 

reinforced composite materials. MAVI has a modular design that enable it to be used for three-

dimensional images of other structures as well, like snow or lichens. MAVI has a core of func-

tions that enable the characterization of complex geometries of microstructures. Volume, sur-

face, integral of mean curvature, and the Euler number are determined for the whole structure 

or for individual objects. MAVI supplies local analysis methods, for example, for local porosity, 

thickness, or orientation. Spatial fiber orientation tensors can be specified for fiber reinforced 

polymers. In addition to MAVI, we developed a particle analysis software called MAVIparticle. 

ToolIP is a software programming tool that enables intuitive graphic programming of complex 

image processing algorithms. The underlying image processing library contains approximately 

300 different algorithms for image enhancement, edge detection, object recognition, registra-

tion, segmentation, feature calculations, and classification, and also for matrix operations, ba-

sic operations and image transformations. The image source is of secondary importance, i. e., 

images from the visible spectrum as well as X-ray, ultrasound, infrared, or other image data 

can be processed.
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The Probability of Detection (POD) concept represents an important complementary tool for in-

specting and evaluating the integrity of a component. The POD determines the probability of 

finding a defect in the component. This is shown as a function of defect size a. The resulting 

POD curve, together with the defined confidence intervals, provides the defect size that can be 

detected with reasonable probability. The resulting defect size is then compared to the given 

requirements for the components integrity. The principle POD curve shows that the probability 

of detection increases as the defect size increases. At size a90/95 the lower 90 % confidence limit 

crosses the 90 % POD level. This is usually accepted as the defect size that is certain to be de-

tected.

Over the past few years, POD analysis has become well established, especially, in the area of 

 X-ray and ultrasound analysis, so that meanwhile, customers are requesting the inspection sys-

tems to provide a certain POD. In image processing, however, POD analysis is relatively un-

known. While the measurement of response signal â can be performed for a reasonable cost 

using ultrasonic methods, it is much more complex to do this in image processing. In this case, 

a metric must be developed for the response signal â for each type of defect. Whether or not 

a system is applicable in practice is decided mainly by the degree to which the end-user defined 

rate of detection and detection probability is achieved, in particular, for surface inspection sys-

tems. Typically, these parameters are empirically determined in the form of a preliminary study, 

i. e., models are used to decide whether the customer requirements are feasible.

POD analysis is clearly a key tool for generating quantitative statements like, for example, “This 

inspection system is guaranteed to detect defects of a size of 0.1 mm.” Current research focus-

es on POD modeling as well as its use in image processing systems.

the modeling of pod

The internationally accepted POD analysis procedure is defined in US Department of Defense 

publication MIL-HDBK-1823. This reference is based on the assumption of a standard normal 

distribution of the measured values. Other assumptions are made for a linear dependence of 

the response signal and the defect size, and a constant spread / variance of the measured val-

ues. These assumptions, however, do not always reflect the reality. This is the reason why we 

have expanded POD analysis in two promising models. They account for a normal distribution 

of measured values of various spreads/variances as well as for a non-linear dependence of am-

plitude versus defect size. On the basis of examples from the field of visual surface inspection 

1 Test piece 

2 + 3 The POD curve shows 

under optimal illumination 

(left plot), POD increases 

(from 0.16 mm to 0.12 mm). 

This graphic shows POD is 

an appropriate tool for 

evaluating a lighting con

cept. (Parameter: Side 

lighting, resolution = 0.14 

mm)

4 + 5 This figure illustrates 

that by using a better algo

rithm (variant 2, right plot), 

POD also increase (from 

0.21 mm to 0.19 mm). In this 
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evaluate image processing 
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and ultrasonic inspection of hard to test materials, we are studying among other things the ef-

fect of extending the model to the characteristic POD sensitivity a90/95. Additional studies focus 

on the relationships between the defect detection threshold, resulting POD curve, and the 

probability of false indication.

the use of pod in Image processing

The application of POD analysis in image processing demands the development of appropriate 

metrics for the relevant type of defect (crack, hole, etc.). We have developed simple to calculate 

metrics that already in preliminary studies, allow us to make quantitative statement regarding 

the probability of detection. The metrics ideally are independent of the algorithms used, but 

nevertheless still take the attributes of typical analysis methods into account. We have demon-

strated that POD analysis is a valuable tool for quantitative evaluations and comparisons of re-

cording setups and algorithms in image processing. However, for more complex defects, we 

found the metric is dependent on the algorithms used. We performed an â versus a analysis to 

determine the probability of fault detection on test bodies with holes and channels of various 

dimensioning and orientation in order to make quantitative assessments of various existing in-

spection systems and, by means of the POD analysis, various algorithms were also evaluated.

As a research topic, POD analysis in the area of ultrasound imaging and surface inspection is in 

strong demand and we provide it as a service for our customers in industry.

53
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The quality requirements for the mass produced components for the automobile industry are 

constantly increasing. This is certainly true for the manufacturing of deep drawn (thermo-

formed) components that exhibit especially difficult surface properties. In cooperation with 

partners Continental and Hubert Stüken, a specialist for deep drawing technology, ITWM has 

succeeded in developing a robust, highly accurate inspection system for brake shoes, which is 

suitable for use in demanding industrial applications.

Brake shoes are built into the damping chambers of car brake systems and, as a safety related 

application, are subject to special quality assurance inspections. As a result of the production 

methods, surface defects or special points of impact may form on the still untempered compo-

nents. The automatic detection of these defects is necessary to warranty the tightness of the 

components when installed. A maximal inspection time of three seconds per component is re-

quired. The brake shoes typically consist of two pieces of steel, an inner and an outer, welded 

together. Impact points of a length of 0.3 mm must be detected in specified areas of both 

sides. The advanced freeform nature and the complexity of the brake shoe geometry posed a 

unique challenge for automated inspection systems. Another challenge is presented by the very 

high optical resolution required. Consequently, the depth of focus is greatly reduced, while at 

the same time, any roughness in the surface of the base material comes to the foreground. A 

compromise had to be found between the required resolution and the depth of focus.

The inspection system consists of three, high resolution (4096 pixel) monochrome line scan 

camera stations, each with high power LED ring lighting. The use of line scan cameras enables 

the complete diameter of the brake shoes to be imaged. Images of impact points are taken in 

the direction of the lateral exposure as well as away from it in one rotation. In this way, even 

impact points with edges that are flattened on one side, or are not very pronounced, are still 

detected. The brake shoe evaluation is accomplished objectively and the inspection results are 

documented. The system, which enables 100 % control, is easily operated by trained operators 

without any special knowledge of image processing. This ensures that no NOK parts will be 

further processed, which if processed could result in later complaints. Complex, sophisticated, 

parallelized algorithms make it possible to quickly and reliably identify defective components 

early in the production process, which consequently leads to significant time and cost savings.
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2 Processed images with 

high resolution line camera
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The development of new materials and optimization of well-known materials require an in 

depth understanding of the interrelationships between micro-structure and material properties. 

Traditional characterization on the basis of images from light microscopy is not a suffi cient 

method for very complex, fi ne, or porous microstructures. The scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) achieves high resolution and conveys good spatial features. FIB tomography – the suc-

cessive removal of layers of the structure using a focused ion beam (FIB) and SEM images of 

the slices – serves as a means of analyzing 3D structures at a resolution of 10 nm. However, for 

the purpose of analyzing highly porous structures, SEM and FIB-SEM images are generally ruled 

out because SEM images show a projection of a layer of unknown thickness. Furthermore, the 

sample is tilted against the SEM beam path in FIB tomography, which sometimes causes deep-

er areas to appear lighter than the actual foreground structure. This “shining through” effect 

hinders the automatic segmentation of the solid components in the image required for a struc-

tural analysis and numerical simulation of the material properties in 3D images.

Manual segmentation for SEM tomography of several hundred SEM images is simply not the 

answer because of the enormous effort it requires. A signifi cant contribution to a solution is 

provided by simulating the imaging process, because the correct segmentation result is known 

for the images that are generated. Imaging artifacts appear in SEM images mainly because of 

the diffusion of the electrons passing through the sample. This electron transport can be simu-

lated especially well by a Monte-Carlo methode. Each random path generated represents an 

electron beam that enters the sample and gets diffused by the atoms or molecules in the ma-

terial. MONSEL-II simulates the quantum physics effects. Because the simulation of a SEM to-

mograph of a realistic size (500³ – 1000³ pixels requires billions of trajectories to be followed 

for a sample of approximately 10,000 primary grains, the costs exceed every practical bound-

ary. At ITWM acceleration methods have been developed and combined with established 

methods so that a SEM tomograph can now be simulated in just a few minutes. 

The simulation also lead to the development of a segmentation method that has been used 

successfully in FIB tomography of micro-porous layers of fuel cell. The verifi cation using simu-

lated data shows this algorithm is currently the best available.

1 Simulated secondary 

electron image of a Bool-
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Drawing from its resources in the areas of mathematical systems and control theory, data mining, 

and multivariate statistics in addition to multi-scale analytical methods, the department concen-

trates within its three core areas on the modeling, analysis, prognosis, and control (monitoring) of 

complex system behaviors. 

system analysis and control

The development of a model-based prognosis system and control strategies as well as the relat-

ed hardware integration are typical tasks in many applications. Control design includes, besides 

the particle filter method developed by the group, other concepts like robust control strategies, 

learning iterative control approaches, predictive control model and neural control. Appropriate 

model and dimension reduction methods present important components for dealing with the 

complexity of the underlying model. Besides standard techniques, the group has special exper-

tise in the area of symbolic model reduction, in particular, for system analysis of heterogeneous 

networks, for example, energy distribution grids.

data mining and decision support 

Mathematical methods and a descriptive visualization of complex data can support decision 

making in many situations. Multivariate statistical methods, time series analysis, data mining, 

fuzzy logic, and graphic exploration techniques are used. Models based on measurement and 

simulation data methods are used for the prognosis, classification, and simulation of product 

and material properties. An enhanced system understanding can then be generated using ap-

propriate analytical methods. 

Multiscale structure mechanics

In this area of research, methods are developed for the numeric computation of microscopic 

stress-strain behavior and the effective material properties of industrial textiles or composite 

materials. We apply homogenization methods which allow for the computation of average (ef-

fective) elastic, viscoelastic, and plastic material properties, accounting for microstructures and 

the different constitutive laws. The computation of effective free temperature deformation, 

swelling, and shrinkage is also possible. Furthermore, contact problems with micro-rough sur-

faces are solved with homogenization methods. In addition, we study time-dependent process-

es for composite bodies where the macro strength and durability are examined with respect to 

fatigue, creep strain, impact load, and wear. 
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Together, we supply consulting services as well as customized software development and inter-

nal products in the application areas energy systems, electronics / mechatronics, biology and 

medicine, material and product design in addition to production and business processes. Typi-

cal topics in the area of Energy Systems are condition monitoring and monitoring of power tur-

bine generators, modeling, analysis, and stabilization of energy grids as well as increasing the 

energy efficiency in industrial production processes. 

The complexity and sensitivity of the system behavior of many electronic and mechatronic ap-

plications significantly increases with the growing integration density towards nanoscale chip 

technology and the connection of diverse sensors and actuators. In this environment, systems 

theory models are proposed for both mechanical and electronic components as well as linked 

mechatronic systems in order to analyze or verify system behavior through simulations (soft-

ware / hardware in the loop). Advances in the Life Sciences especially in the definition of suit-

able omics data are bringing the vision of personalized medicine, on the basis of appropriate 

biomarkers, one step closer to reality. The group contributes in many ways: Mathematical mod-

eling combined with simulation and optimization tools improves biotechnological processes and 

supports the development of highly effective and specific medications; powerful data analysis 

tools support diagnosis and decision making; interactive software facilitates the conduct and 

processing of individual patient consultations. 

Applications in the area of Material and Product Design are concerned with the development of 

models for forecasting, classification and simulation of product and material behaviors based on 

measurement data and simulated data. These models facilitate decision making regarding a ma-

terial or the product design. The “Design of Experiment” data collection technique plays a key 

role in keeping the number of costly experiments to a minimum.

Production, assembly and business processes are differentiated by a high degree of complexity 

resulting from the linkage and interaction of many components. The systematic analysis of these 

processes using modern, model-based systems theory or data mining methods, with abundant 

but often unused data, holds the promise of great potential. To mention only a few, there is 

process optimization with respect to quality or energy efficiency, detection of weak points, 

and systematic design of new products.
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1 Interaction of two smart 

devices via an orchestration 

component

The study of the prerequisites for a new category of business software – emergent software – 

is the topic of the BMBF sponsored project “Emergent”.

 “Emergence is the way complex systems and patterns arise out of a multiplicity of relatively 

simple interactions. In the process, the emergent characteristics of the system are not traceable 

directly back to the characteristics presented by the individual elements.” (Wikipedia). In the 

context of business software, emergent software dynamically and flexibly combines a number 

of different devices from different manufacturers, in order to support the highly complex re-

quirements of the digital enterprise. Emergent software dynamically adapts to the requirements 

of the market and business environment, supports complex and dynamic enterprise networks, 

and enables innovative services and markets on the internet of the future. Such services can be 

easily combined and business processes can be more quickly and flexibly implemented. Further-

more, through the combination of powerful methods, the software can extend the functionality 

of the service.

The group contributes to “Emergent”, in collaboration with DFKI (SmartFactory) and the Mine-

way company, by developing concepts for so called “smart devices”. This refers to integrated 

devices with a data mining component that support the device function, such as a precision 

pump with a built-in component for predicting future delivery accuracy. This can be used for 

scheduling timely maintenance or the replacement of the pump. The smart devices built into a 

system can exchange data or programs via an orchestration component, creating new emergent 

data mining functionalities through the combination of software components. If one of the feed 

pumps mentioned above, for example, has a component for classifying data, in combination 

with available data on the delivery accuracies of pumps made by various suppliers, it can be 

used to produce a comparison of manufacturers – even if this was not the original purpose: 

The orchestration component “identifies” such possibilities by means of feed pump meta data 

and suggests them to the user. Emergent software to function conveniently must become much 

more transparent to the user. This is why a follow-on project involves the study of graphic-based 

methods for defining specific process parameters. As a partner in the Emergent project, ITWM 

contributes within the framework of the Leading Edge Software Cluster initiative “Software In-

novation for the Digital Enterprise” (www.software-cluster.com).

eMergent – the foundatIon of eMergent soft-
Ware

orchestration
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Multiscale modeling and simulation of woven and knitted fabrics with a special focus on the 

contact between individual threads or fi bers, including 3D-knitwear and fi ber materials with 

heterogeneous microstructure, is the topic of this research area. The value adding development 

of a textile with optimal properties is also included in the studies. The contact leads to a non-

linearity of the problem and direct numerical simulation is very expensive. Therefore, a multi-

scale computational approach that permits a reduction of the problem dimension is used for 

effective calculations. The problem has two small parameters: The fi rst is the relationship be-

tween periodicity or representative fabric element and the dimensions of the whole fabric. The 

second represents the relationship between fi ber or yarn diameter and length. Mathematical 

asymptotic methods of homogenization and dimensional reduction are applied. The aim of ho-

mogenization is scale separation, so that the effective material behavior for the whole fabric 

can be derived from uni-directional experiments on a periodicity or representative elementary 

cell structure. The dimension reduction modifi es the fabric to an FE beam mesh, where the to-

tal deformation is computed as a superposition of tension, bending and torsion of one dimen-

sional beams. In the process, the mechanical contact between the beams is explicitly taken into 

account. 

In considering the contact, both asymptotic approaches require an innovation that requires a 

new analysis, which is the subject of the DFG Project “Modeling and Simulation of Fiber Struc-

tures and Industrial Textiles”, underway in collaboration with the department of mechanical 

engineering at the University of Erlangen. The results have been published in separate mathe-

matical and mechanical journals. In the fi rst paper, an effective elasto-plastic material behavior 

is derived for textiles under consideration of contact, while further papers derive the contact 

conditions for beams from the known three-dimensional frictional forces and fi ber cross section 

data. Corresponding computational algorithms were implemented and are based on the beam 

Finete Element method, extended to the contact. In addition to calculating the effective me-

chanical material properties for a variety of existing woven and knitted fabrics in industrial and 

life science applications, the approach also has the potential for the optimal design of innova-

tive textiles having a prescribed mechanical properties profi le.  Furthermore, the developed ap-

proach for textiles can simulate and analyze different surface treatments. In this way, it is pos-

sible to determine in advance the quality of the resulting fabric surface in order to prevent the 

formation of wrinkles and other visual inhomogeneous features.

1 Simulation of putting on 

a compression sleeve

2 Evolution of one sided 

contact fabric with fully 

 resolved microstructure

ModelIng and sIMulatIon of fIBer structures 
and IndustrIal textIles
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1 Hierarchically structured 

circuit

2 + 3 Schematic of the 

OP741 Operation Amplifi er, 

which consists of 7 subcir

cuits and the result of a 

MonteCarlo simulation at 

the output of the original 

and the reduced system.

The traditional modeling of analog circuits by means of nominal systems cannot keep pace 

with the transition from micro- to nano- electronics. The relative increase in process fl uctua-

tions in the production and operation of semiconductor devices results in a growing number of 

circuits with a system behavior outside the defi ned specifi cations. To combat this trend, it is 

necessary to design more robust circuits. Under the BMBF project “MoreSim4Nano”, ITWM 

supports the development of robust circuits by means of generating reduced nonlinear behavior 

models of analog circuits under variable parameters and, in this way, helps to minimize produc-

tion of faulty products. We work with the aid of industrial circuits and chip manufacturer X-FAB 

to verify the method models developed.

The challenge in creating such reduced behavior models is the constantly growing size of mod-

ern circuits. The simulation and model order reduction (MOR) of such circuits requires immense 

computing resources. Thus we are expanding the concepts of hierarchical MOR on systems 

with parameter variations developed in BMBF project “SyreNe”. This includes the use of hierar-

chical structured circuits to perform an accelerated MOR. Existing algorithms used for the MOR 

of systems with parameter fl uctuations as developed in the “HIESPANA” project, are applied 

on the separate subsystems in a manner that allows the recombination of the resulting reduced 

subsystems to a reduced overall system. This method eliminates the need to model large-scale 

systems, which next to parallelization of this new approach, is critical for the acceleration of 

the MOR processes. Another advantage is the possibility of selecting and using different reduc-

tion methods, so that the best possible reduction is achieved for each subsystem. 

However, in the beginning it is unclear what effect the reduction of individual subsystems will 

have on the error of a nonlinear integrated system. To solve this problem, we developed a heu-

ristic and adaptive, sensitivity-based method for error control. As an example of a system with 

parameter tolerances, we chose the OP741 operational amplifi er, which is designed to amplify 

an input sinus signal of 1 kHz to ±14 V. Tolerances are applied for the dimensioning of transis-

tors and resistors. The hierarchical MOR, after nearly fi ve hours, provides an approximately 

70 % reduced system with 87 nonlinear equations that still contain the physical parameters of 

the circuit. The new method proved to be 2.5 times faster than the non-hierarchical methods 

with the same error limit.

Model reductIon for a rapId sIMulatIon of 
neW seMIconductor structures
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Energy savings in the glass manufacturing process is the goal of the Schott AG as it seeks the 

development of new concepts for the lehr and annealing furnaces. The aim is to modify the 

crucial subsystems of this plant such as heating and temperature tracking by implementing in-

novative software that promises a signifi cant increase in profi tability and energy effi ciency. In 

the BMWI project “Development of an energy effi cient furnace concept for the thermal treat-

ment of glass”, Fraunhofer ITWM is performing a contract for the Schott AG that involves model-

based controls to minimize the energy input to a lehr by means of innovative actuators.

The goal of modeling is to reproduce as accurately as possible the actual lehr, including actua-

tors and temperature sensors under dynamic conditions. By means of a simulation of this refer-

ence model, the control concept can be verifi ed – and thus, the number of experimental test 

setups required is greatly reduced. Additionally, a model of lesser complexity is required as the 

basis for a model-based real-time capable controller. Initially building from the reference mod-

el, we then generate a simplifi ed, linear, but nevertheless high dimensional surrogate model 

that represents the lehr in its various operating points. To generate the necessary real-time ca-

pability for the controller, the model of the lehr is decomposed into segments, a model order 

reduction is performed at the segment level and the reduced model then reassembled into the 

integrated furnace model. This procedure yields a reduction of the model dimension by a factor 

of 20 with a target temperature deviation of 100 µK in the glass.

In order to achieve a high quality glass, an exact tracking of the glass temperature throughout 

the entire cycle in the lehr must be maintained, i. e., the glass temperature in the lehr must be 

set by means of actuators, to a predefi ned temperature curve for the entire length of the lehr. 

Initially, the actuators developed by the Schott AG were analyzed in terms of their suitability as 

temperature controllers and, expanding on this, new algorithms were developed to determine 

the optimal sensor positions inside the lehr. In control design, it is important to consider the dy-

namics of the temperature gradient processes from end to end in the lehr, the long cycle time 

of the glass through the furnace, and the actuator interactions as well as any physical restric-

tions. A predictive model was selected for the controllers, which besides the reaction times, also 

takes physical constraints into account and has already proven itself in industrial application. 

The problem of optimization was solved by modern innovative optimization strategies devel-

oped utilizing the temperature dynamic in the cooling oven.

1 Abaqus model of a lehr

InnoVatIVe controller desIgn for an energy 
effIcIent annealIng lehr
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The main objective of the department is to work in close cooperation with partners in research 

and industry to develop custom solutions for planning and decision making problems encoun-

tered in the logistic, engineering and life sciences. The work is characterized by a methodical 

approach to the task at hand while tightly integrating simulation, optimization, and decision 

support. Simulation in this context refers to the construction of mathematical models while 

taking into account the design parameters, restrictions, and optimizing the quality and costs. 

The department’s core competencies include the development and implementation of applica-

tion and customer-specific methods of optimization to calculate the best possible solutions for 

the design of processes and products. A distinguishing feature is the close integration of simu-

lation and optimization algorithms that take multiple criteria approaches into special consider-

ation in the development and implementation of interactive decision support tools. Optimiza-

tion is understood less as a mathematical problem to be solved, but rather more as an ongoing 

process, supported by the division through the use of appropriate tools. 

optimization of enterprise structures and processes

The portfolio includes consulting and support for the modeling of logistical and organizational 

planning systems and the development of customized software components. Using the optimi-

zation methods in our own software tools, proposed decision support solutions are generated 

for the best compromise between the competing planning goals “minimizing costs” versus 

“maximizing quality of service”. Based on discrete event simulation and combinatorial optimi-

zation, this research focus is concerned with efficient strategies for transport logistics, with lay-

outs, with planning and control of production and R&D processes, with planning models and 

algorithms for the disposition of process activities in hospitals and the health care sector, and 

with mathematical modeling of planning tasks in public transportation systems.

optimization of medical therapy planning

The trade-off between the prospect of a cure for a serious illness and the prevention of side ef-

fects routinely poses a difficult planning challenge to doctors in therapy planning. The research 

focus of therapy planning is the development of new methods for planning clinical therapies on 

the basis of multiple criteria optimization. In collaboration with Massachusetts General Hospital 

(the teaching hospital of Harvard Medical School), German Cancer Research Center, Fraunhofer 

MEVIS, and commercial partner Siemens Health Oncology Care Systems, the group is develop-

ing innovative planning components for the ionizing radiation therapy, ultra sound therapy, and 

radio frequency ablation, which in a surprisingly simple manner, enables medical physicists and 
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attending physicians to weigh the options between chances and risks of treatment. An ongoing 

project with the Kliniken Essen-Mitte (KEM) is developing an assistance system for decision 

support and quality assurance for senology chemotherapy.

optimization in virtual engineering

The use of mathematical optimization methods in the engineering disciplines relies on modeling 

physical relationships and technical processes and mapping them in computer programs (Virtual 

Engineering). Optimization assists engineers in the design of products and processes to ensure 

quality and cost targets are satisfied to the maximum extent possible. Currently, there are proj-

ects in the area of gemstone polishing, the design of chemical processes, the optimization of 

spray paints drying processes, the optimal planning of photovoltaic power plants, and the best 

possible design of mechanical inspection stations for vehicle parts. In the process, software 

components for simulation-aided optimization are produced, which can solve highly dimen-

sional problems using specially developed integration techniques derived from simulation and 

optimization algorithms. A simulation surrogate identifies interesting parameter ranges, before 

the detailed optimization is performed in the full simulation. This hierarchical approach facili-

tates the study of sizable portion of the decision-making horizon and saves time.

The year 2012 can be characterized as a great economic success for the division. Here are a 

few of the highlights: the follow on agreement to develop the software SIEMENS PV Planet for 

the layout of photovoltaic power plants, the further development of the software ChassisPack 

for the engineering of truck chassis assemblies for Volvo GTS in Göteborg, the development of 

a multi-criteria planning platform for production engineering processes in the chemical sector 

for BASF, as well as the contract from the Essen Mitte Clinic for a decision support platform for 

chemo therapy planning for breast cancer patients. In the area of professional scientific research, 

in addition to the awarding of three successful PhD degrees, we must highlight the approvals 

from the BMBF and BMWi for the projects MasterCraft, SINDIUM, and NanoPur, the funding 

recommendations by BMBF and BMWi for the draft proposals ViLoMa, SPARTA, and SkaSIM, 

and the formal collaboration with the Laboratory of Engineering Thermodynamics of the TU 

Kaiserslautern for the modeling, simulation, and optimization of production engineering pro-

cesses.
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The working group Modeling, Simulation and Optimization (MSO) in Process engineering was 

founded in 2012 as a co-operation between the Chair for Thermodynamics at the TU Kaisers-

lautern lead by Prof. Hans Hasse and the Optimization department. With well-equipped labora-

tories and a broad infrastructure this working group covers wide topics in process design.

Data supported model-building from experiments, the model-based simulation and optimiza-

tion including uncertainties and the iterative design of further suitable experiments are impor-

tant tools of modern process design. The goal always is to separate or synthetize substances as 

good as possible, where “good” is context-dependent. 

In this approach, two areas can be identified, where MSO plays a major role:

■■ Model building, verification and validation 

As to the substance models, this includes estimation of substance parameters such that mac-

roscopical behavior, which is observed experimentally, is reproduced as accurately as possible. 

As far as the mini- and production plants are concerned, this includes e.g. the description in 

terms of equilibrium stages. This is a multicriteria problem, since generally, the accurate repro-

duction of all experimental observations simultaneously with one set of simulation parameters 

only is not possible.

■■ Determining of and keeping good operating points of production processes, such that user- 

defined KPI’s (Key Performance Indicator) are reached as well as possible. This problem is multi-

criteria as well, because typical KPI’s are conflicting, like, for example, measures for quality and 

costs.

The workflow for both tasks is supported within the MSO working group with a broad spec-

trum of methods. Typically, the workflow starts with finding the adequate model and its ade-

quate parameters, which appropriately describe the degrees of freedom of the model. A good 

model is not only supposed to describe given and reliable data satisfactorily, but also to predict 

outcomes of future experiments in regions where no measurements have been carried out so 

far. Therefore, statistical methods from data mining and hypothesis tests are at the beginning. 

By several visualization techniques, the engineer is given the opportunity to explore dependen-

cies between the data. Relevant variables are identified; the user then has the opportunity to 

compare different models, where these models are analyzed with respect to their descriptive 

1  Monitoring a chemical 

production plant

ModelIng, sIMulatIon and optIMIzatIon In 
process engIneerIng
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and predictive qualities. In relation to the above mentioned points, the models typically include 

correlation functions when modeling non-ideal substances, or a suitable flowsheet of equilibri-

um stages to model real columns. 

These models then are the foundation of a simulation-based optimization, where single solu-

tions are embedded in the context of a solution ensemble. Within this approach, the planning 

is not only efficiently restricted to the set of best compromises. Additionally, the planer obtains 

insight into the neighborhood of a solution, especially into trade-offs, which are related to the 

improvement of one objective. 

For both tasks mentioned above, a model hierarchy has been established. This model  hierarchy 

allows it to identify interesting regions in design- and parameter space on a rather high level 

first, before exploring these regions in detail with a full simulation. This hierarchical approach 

not only saves time and allows the analysis of large areas in design- and decision spaces, but 

also might be the only possibility to find adequate starting points for the optimization with the 

full simulation.

For practical decision support as important as the knowledge of best compromises is informa-

tion about robustness with respect to uncertainties in the model parameters. The planer will 

readily make a compromise in the KPI’s, if therefore more robustness of the operating point is 

obtained. A sound quantification of the error, which results from the parameter estimate, and 

the reliable determination of confidence intervals are of central importance here. If the planer 

requires a reduction of the confidence intervals, then the steering quantities of the experiments 

are adjusted such that the experiments are done in regions where the reliability of the observa-

tions is maximized. The iteration of this workflow offers the chance to find reliable and practi-

cally relevant solutions to both tasks.

2 3

2 Chemical reactor at the 

Chair for Thermodynamics, 

TU Kaiserslautern

3 Molecular dynamics sim
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luminal a  er / pr positive, endocrine therapy 
her2 negative, 
ki-67 below 14 %

luminal B  er / pr positive, endocrine therapy with/without ctx 
her2 negative, (includes anthracycline and taxane) 
ki-67 at least 14 %

luminal B  er / pr positive, endocrine therapy with ctx 
her2 negative, and anti-her2-therapy 
any ki-67 (includes anthracycline and taxane)

her2neu  er / pr negative, ctx with anti-her2-therapy
positive her2 (includes anthracycline and taxane)
(not luminal) overexpressed

triple er / pr negative, ctx (includes anthracycline,
negative her2 negative taxane and cycloposphamide)

Breast cancer is the most common cancerous disease among women with the highest number 

of death. Therapy typically combines the options of surgery, chemotherapy, antihormonal thera-

py and radiotherapy in a suitable way. The treating physician plans therapies according to his 

medical expertise based on standardized guide lines, scientific publications and clinical empirics. 

This requires the processing of a large amount of information and its efficient utilization for 

planning the best possible therapy for the current patient. However, this exclusive approach for 

establishing a constantly high therapy quality is difficult to follow in clinical routine because of 

the enormous and always present time pressure.

In the project “Senology assistance”, the Department of Optimization develops the innovative 

planning software SenoAssist for Kliniken Essen-Mitte. This comprises at first the conception of 

suitable data models for processing the information and providing it for subsequent utilization. 

Then the medical planning processes are analyzed and emulated with methods of mathematical 

decision support. The software development of SenoAssist builds upon this data model and 

mathematical methods. Its main features are the easy administration and editing of patient 

cases, the automated search in the processed information for suitable diagnostic examinations, 

treatment options, etc. for the current patient case, and their intuitive visualization for further 

therapy planning.

SenoAssist thereby rids the treating physician from time-consuming routine work and allows 

for a focussing on his main task of therapy planning. The software provides him with a trans-

parent information background for a qualified decision upon the next therapy steps. The use of 

SenoAssist in clinical routine is expected to significantly improve breast cancer therapy in terms 

of both planning time and achieved plan quality.

1  Prototypical graphical 

user interface of SenoAssist

2  Tumor classification and 

therapy concepts according 

to St. Gallen consensus 2011

senology assIstence
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1  Senior citizen is adviced 

in using modern communi

cation technology 

2  Business process model 

of installing SUSI TD tech-

nology

1

The project ”security and support for senior citizens through integration of technology and ser-

vices” SUSI TD tests a special offer of technology and services for elderly people that enables 

them to stay at home and to remain independent as long as possible. The offer allows the se-

niors to feel more secure at home, supports the exchange with other seniors and improves the 

access to assistance and care services. SUSI TD is a pilot project part of the “Initiative Gesund-

heitswirtschaft Rheinland-Pfalz” (initiative for health care services) and is funded by the Ministe-

rium für Soziales, Arbeit, Gesundheit und Demografi e and the Ministerium für Wirtschaft, Klima-

schutz, Energie und Landesplanung. Together with 30 senior citizens ageing from 70 of the 

region Trier and Konz the benefi t of SUSI TD in everyday life is analyzed.

The senior citizens are taken care of by nursing care consultants and get an all-in-one computer 

and modern unobtrusive sensor technology installed at home. 20 contact and motion sensors 

attached to rooms and doors are wirelessly connected with the computer, are used to recognize 

situations of helplessness and support to call for help. The computer constantly receives and 

processes data from the sensors and can be used to inform family or an emergency hotline in 

case danger is recognized. The collected data are also trustfully used by the nursing care consul-

tants to assess insidious changes in the behavior of the seniors early that might indicate an initi-

ating insidious disease. 

The integration of information technology with innovative health care consultancy requires a 

fundamental adaption of current processes in health care services. Therefore, the department 

Optimization of ITWM studies the economics of the approach of SUSI TD and develops a pro-

cess model that covers the processes of all involved service providers (e. g., health care and tech-

nology providers).

The process model of ITWM can be used to simulate processes of future health care structures 

and can be used as a decision support tool. Different process variants can be simulated and pro-

cess times and costs can be analyzed. The process model also represents a quality ensuring in-

strument of the research project because processes and key performance indicators are struc-

tured and documented. Furthermore, it serves as fundament for business models for innovative 

health care structures and assures their sustainable effi ciency.

securIty and support for senIor cItIzens at 
hoMe – susI td
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The research focus and projects of the department reflect recent events in the greatest financial 

crisis in history. These are more significant than this annual report reveals, because the publica-

tion of some ongoing project findings is not or, not yet, permitted. These findings include topics 

like the measurement of liquidity risk, corporate portfolio sustainability management, or the in-

vestigation of suspected irregularities. The department is addressing new challenges in research 

and practice that arose from the consequences of the financial crisis like the use of interest rate 

swaps, once considered as risk-free collateral. One example in this respect is the extremely suc-

cessful workshop conducted on the topic of basis-spreads and OIS discounting. Moreover, our 

research and consulting portfolio was significantly expanded as well as our customer base in 

2012. The promising topics for the future are the modeling of electricity prices under the grow-

ing influence of alternative energy sources and the energy efficient calculation of risk. In addi-

tion, four doctoral degrees were completed in the department.

option pricing

Options represent a source of risk as well as a means of managing risk in the financial markets. 

Despite the financial crisis, they are indispensable financial instruments for banks, asset manag-

ers, or insurers. Ever more complex forms and the need for more realistic share price and inter-

est rate models continue to produce new challenges for valuation algorithms and software. In 

2012, new and proven variations of Heston’s stochastic volatility model were applied in indus-

trial client projects. The recently developed tree-based method for pricing options in the Heston 

model are important components of future research and consulting projects in this area. 

credit risk and statistics 

In addition to organizing workshops and industry projects in the area of credit risk, accounting 

fraud, and extreme value risk for banks and insurers, the research focus of this competence 

center are the two research projects “NORM” (News Optimized Risk Management) in the area 

of news analytics (an EU project in collaboration with Semlab from Holland and OptiRisk Systems 

from England) and “Robust Risk Estimation” sponsored by the VW Foundation (together with 

TU Kaiserslautern and others external partners). Nataliya Horbenko and Peter Ruckdeschel (to-

gether with co-author Taehan Bae) were the winners of the Operational Risk and Regulation 

2012 Innovation Award in the category Paper of the Year 2012 for their work in the area of ro-

bust estimation of operational Value-at-Risk. 
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portfolio optimization

Under the weight of the recent financial crisis, the determination of risk indicators and the risk 

management of large portfolios have become the focus of significantly greater attention than 

the actual optimization of the portfolios. The calculation of risk ratios for large portfolios, for 

example, Value-at-Risk or Expected Shortfall, demands highly efficient numerical methods in 

order to achieve the specified accuracy within a reasonable time. In this regard, the energy effi-

cient calculation project mentioned above may provide promising possibilities. Another area of 

great interest involves capital guarantee strategies, for example, the so called CPPI strategy, 

which provides lower limits to protect against downside risk. 

Interest rate models

As mentioned in the overview, we extended our know-how in the area of basis spreads and 

OIS discounting, in order to keep up with the highly topical developments in the interest rate 

market. We also organized comprehensive and successful workshops that focused on interest 

rates in support of the Year of the Interest Rate Guarantee, as 2012 was declared by German 

Society for Insurance and Financial Mathematics (DGVFM). Furthermore, we completed the 

 update and commercialization of the multi-factor model (specifically, the 2-factor Hull-White 

model) implemented at ITWM. The modules could be flexibly applied as valuation methods 

and routines in various industrial projects. The modeling of energy prices is related to the inter-

est rate model and is described in a separate article.

Insurance mathematics

The focus of the actuarial mathematics group in 2012 was in the area of interest rate modeling 

for insurers, particularly with regard for guarantees in the present phase of low interest rates 

and asset-liability management. In 2013, efforts are being made to acquire EI-QFM research 

and consulting agreements for financial mathematics products and methods among the mem-

bers of the European Institute for Quality Management. Potential research areas for this are 

certification of actuarial software and pension plan products.
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The risk of financial assets depends to a large extent on the investment horizon. Normally, the 

riskiness of an investment grows with an increasing time horizon. This becomes even more se-

vere since estimation imprecision also increases for longer time periods. These longer periods 

are required by regulatory standards for long term risk management such as the MaRisk (Ger-

man realization of the respective Basel agreement) with typical investment horizon of one year. 

Compared to this, short term risk prediction is a rather simple task – for trading purposes, it is 

customary to look at time frames ranging from only a day to a week. Our investment horizon is 

one year.

Risk exposure of a financial asset is measured by the well-known value at risk (VaR), a concept 

which has been used since the 1990’s. According to the VaR, risk is determined as a particular 

quantile of the loss function, typically evaluated at levels 95 or 99 percent. Essentially, there are 

two approaches for VaR estimation: The first one is based on some parametric model for the 

distribution of the stock price process; assuming normally distributed returns, this amounts to 

estimating volatility. In this setting, by means of the so-called square-root-law (SQ) one can 

readily scale short term volatilities to longer time periods. The other, non-parametric approach 

uses the empirical quantile to estimate the quantile of interest of the loss function. In our con-

text, this is referred to as historical simulation (HS). To this end, one has to gather a sufficient 

amount of historical data and to assess the yearly returns. In contrast to common quantile esti-

mation, financial institutions have to deal with dependent observations. More precisely, auto-

correlation effects emerge at three levels: In the data itself, in the course of the estimation pro-

cedure and also in the context of an ex-post validation.

Despite autocorrelation effects, neither of the two approaches leads to a systematic bias. How-

ever, variation of the VaR estimates increases compared to the situation with independent ob-

servations. HS makes fewer assumptions than SQ, but when SQ-assumptions are fulfilled, SQ 

necessarily performs better than HS. Moreover, HS estimates are strongly affected by only a 

few extremal observations, see figure. To systematically investigate the performance of the dif-

ferent approaches, we carry out empirical analyses on the basis of numerical simulations with 

model parameters calibrated to market data. Starting with data fits of suitable models for daily 

asset returns, specifically allowing for correlated volatilities, by means of Monte Carlo simula-

tion, one-year risk estimates can be derived. Although autocorrelation effects in the daily data 

become less visible in the yearly aggregates, they do propagate and remain significant. An 

overall decision on whether to recommend HS or SQ so far cannot be taken, though: both ap-

proaches have been preferable in some considered situation.

long terM Market rIsk ManageMent
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In the project “Applied System Modeling for Renewable Energy” we investigate the effects of 

the German energy transition from a financial mathematical point of view and develop new 

models for electricity prices (www.applied-system-modeling.de).

The generation of electricity from renewable energy sources (especially wind and photovoltaic) 

has increased rapidly in Germany during the last years. According to the EEG (German renew-

able energy law) electricity generated from renewable sources have to be transferred to the 

power grid. The producer is paid a fixed amount for doing so. This practice has considerable in-

fluence on the wholesale prices of electricity, which (in the case of Germany) is traded on the 

EEX and EPEX. 

Generally the EEG approach leads to lower market prices. During periods of temporary peaks 

in the renewable electricity generation (mostly due to the volatile wind situation) the prices can 

even be negative. Photovoltaic, on the other hand, leads to a new situation and to a reduction 

in the peaks. The price structure of electricity changes accordingly and follows the structure of 

the residual load. The residual load consists of the total demand minus the portion due to re-

newable energy sources and is shown in the figure above.

Existing electricity price models cannot adequately account for risk due to the high volatility of 

renewable energy sources. Andreas Wagner extended the class of structural electricity price 

models in his Ph.D. thesis. This extended class of models can take power generation from wind 

and photovoltaic into account. Structural models model the supply and demand separately. 

The market price is the intersection of both curves. This class of models is particularly appropri-

ate for modeling the electricity market, since supply and demand have to match in the case of 

electricity. Furthermore, the structure enables one to analyze future effects which result from 

the increase in renewable energy.

structural electrIcIty prIce Models
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Within the BMBF-project ESR, we develop a software demonstrator tool with partners from in-

dustry and academia with the purpose to accelerate selected and practice-oriented algorithms 

in the field of financial mathematics. The demonstrator offers a base of a commercial product. 

Our main cooperation partners are our long-time client Assenagon Asset Management SA 

(Munich) and the chair Microelectronic System Design of the University Kaiserslautern. The 

project runs for three years.

The financial crisis in 2008 and the consequences worldwide reasserted the importance of ad-

equate procedures in the field of risk management. As one result of the crisis, governments 

and bank regulators explicitly tighten the requirements on risk management in banks and in-

surance companies (e. g. the planed reforms Basel III or Solvency II). The resulting demand for 

exact and promptly available risk key figures automatically implies the development of adequate 

financial models and their efficient implementation. In most cases this is done using CPU- and 

processor-intensive numerical methods. Even on highly specialized computer clusters, these 

computations often take up to several hours on the current state of technology.

Besides computation time, simulating risk scenarios with defined or stochastic input parame-

ters is energy-intensive. Preparatory work done by the university group showed that excessively 

using energy-efficient accelerator architectures (e. g. through reconfigurable Field Programmable 

Gate Arrays, so called “FPGAs”) in combination with highly specialized valuation methods in 

the field of risk management can save far more than 90 % of the energy.

Within the project we make the actual FPGA technology available to users in the financial and 

insurance sector. We provide an application-specific user interface adapted for the needs of 

risk managers and quantitative analysts. Here the technical challenges are to maintain flexibility 

when describing products, models and algorithms while simultaneously using efficient dedicated 

accelerator architectures. 

esr – effIcIent acceleratIon of sIMulatIons 
for rIsk MeasureMent and ManageMent

1 View of an energy-effi

cient server room at ITWM
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Based on our experience in the previous year, we also presented a series of 9 workshops at 

ITWM in 2012. The series, entitled “Modern Applied Financial Mathematics”, was in high de-

mand and was augmented by workshops which we presented in London in cooperation with 

OptiRisk Systems. New workshops were included into the program and the existing workshops 

were revised to reflect our devotion to communicating the latest research results to the finance 

and insurance industry. The workshops covering topical themes in the finance industry, e. g. In-

terest Rate Models and Base Spread and OIS Discounting, were particularly popular.

The two-day workshop on interest rate models first covers several parametric short rate models 

which are used extensively in the industry. These models have the advantage that they have 

few parameters and that the derivation of many explicit pricing formulæ is simplified consider-

ably. Furthermore, there are variants of these models which perfectly fit the current interest 

rate curve. Short rate models, on the other hand, have disadvantages which one should keep 

in mind. Simple cases of these models lead to unrealistic interest rate curves. These models do 

not always allow stable calibrations and in the cases where perfect calibrations are possible, 

they tend to give the false impression of perfect modeling. The second part of this workshop 

deals with widely used multifactor interest rate models, e. g. the LIBOR Market Model or the 

Two-Factor Hull-White Model which has been implemented at the ITWM.

The effect of the financial crisis of 2007 can be clearly seen by looking at base spreads and OIS 

Discounting. Investment alternatives which used to seem equivalent, now give rise to different 

returns. An example of this is the spread between the one-month-EURIBOR and the one-

month-EONIA-Swap-Index (Overnight Index Swap). In practice this means that secured positions 

(EONIA-Swaps) have lower returns than positions at a bank with a first-class rating (EURIBOR). 

This has lead to two major paradigm shifts in derivatives pricing. On the one hand OIS (Over-

night Index Swap) Discounting has become the market standard for pricing secured derivatives. 

On the other hand classical interest rate models can no longer satisfactorily reproduce the prices 

of swaps and other interest rate products. Models with more than one interest rate curve (so-

called multi-curve models) have become the de facto market standard. In the current situation 

it is essential for practitioners to have a thorough understanding of OIS Discounting and multi 

curve models in order to obtain prices which are close to market prices for derivatives and in-

terest rate products.

Workshop serIes “Modern applIed fInancIal 
MatheMatIcs”
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The department MDF is developing simulation methods and models for dynamically loaded 

mechanical and mechatronic systems. Statistical methods and optimization processes are used 

to deal with the broad range of use cases and variants. Multi-body simulation (MBS) and Finite 

Element Methods (FEM) are deployed for system and component analysis. In our industrial 

projects we deal with reliability, durability, structural dynamics and system dynamics primarily 

in vehicle industry.

The department coordinates the activities of the Fraunhofer Innovation Cluster Digital Com-

mercial Vehicle Technology (www.nutzfahrzeugcluster.de) and works with the industrial part-

ners Bosch, BPW, Daimler, John Deere, Liebherr and Volvo on the projects “usage variability”, 

“energy efficiency”, “ground interaction simulation”, “tire simulation”, “on-board simulation” 

and “simulation of cables and hoses”. Our new geo-referenced system Virtual Measurement 

Campaign (VMC) was launched in 2012 and is currently being evaluated at DAF, Daimler, MAN, 

Scania and Volvo.

statistical methods for usage variability and reliability

We develop and deploy statistical methods for analyzing the product usage variability in view 

of reliability, durability and energy efficiency. Statistical methods play a major role in product 

reliability and durability engineering. Especially in reliability engineering statistical methods are 

key. Our software product JUROJIN is designed to support and optimize the statistical planning 

and analysis of durability tests. Planning and evaluation of measurement campaigns for service 

loading and the derivation of design targets is supported by our software USIM.

system simulation

In vehicle and system development processes it is essential to numerically simulate physical 

properties early and in various phases of the development process. Thus development stages 

with respect to attributes like vehicle dynamics, NVH, durability and the behavior of assistance 

systems can be qualified and improved. For different attributes and in different development 

stages obviously different model complexities and different numerical effort are appropriate 

and possible. Hybrid and interactive simulation to include electronic control units become more 

and more important. 

A special focus in system simulation is to develop methods for invariant system excitation. Fur-

thermore we develop and apply methods for tire simulation and ground interaction simulation. 
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cae-durability

The fatigue life estimation of components essentially relies on the stresses and strains induced 

by the loads acting on the component (section forces). To determine the section forces appro-

priate system simulation (multi-body simulation) are used, whereas the local stresses and strains 

are calculated by FEA methods. Especially in cases, where multiple non-proportional time-depen-

dent loads are acting on the component, a pure static analysis is not sufficient for the assess-

ment of the fatigue life. Instead, the local stress-strain histories are needed.

non-linear structural mechanics

The department MDF is dealing with the modeling and simulation of highly deformable com-

ponents and structures such as tires, rubber bushings, air springs, cables and hoses. Different 

levels of modeling are covered, ranging from computationally expensive continuum mechanical 

FE models to simplified macroscopic models with high performance. 

Based on our CDTire simulation technology we have developed a new 3D shell based model 

that combines detailed physics and geometry resolution with the transient simulation perfor-

mance of MBS models. 

Virtual assembly planning requires a fast and physically correct description of the behavior of 

cables and hoses. Our software IPS Cable simulation, jointly developed with the Fraunhofer-

Chalmers Research Centre for Industrial Mathematics FCC, allows the interactive simulation of 

cables and hoses in real-time.
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The validation of assembly processes is an important part of virtual product development. The 

joint R&D efforts of ITWM and Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research Centre for Industrial Mathematics 

FCC have contributed signifi cantly in recent years to making assembly simulations possible not 

only for rigid CAD geometries, but also for fl exible structures. In simulations of virtual installa-

tion processes of cables and hose-like assemblies (i. e., long and thin structures), interactive 

manipulation is already state of the art technology. 

This is not the case, however, for fl exible surface structures that often appear in the design of 

vehicle interiors (roof linings, trims, the A, B, and C columns, door panels, fl oor mats). In the 

BMBF research project GeoMec, ITWM has developed, in collaboration with the Institute for 

Numerical and Applied Mathematics at the University of Göttingen, the mathematical ground-

work to enable discrete descriptions of fl exible surfaces while preserving their major geometric 

properties. Using methods from discrete differential geometry, it is possible to produce a quali-

tatively correct discretization of the deformation behavior of a fl exible surface even on a very 

rough mesh (Figure 1). The quantitative agreement of discrete surfaces with the behavior of 

the continuous limit models (a geometrically exact shell) can be controlled by refi ning the de-

tails of the mesh, as required. 

This corresponds exactly to the requirements for the modeling of fl exible surfaces for applica-

tion in the assembly simulation – one of the practical topics to be studied in GeoMec by ITWM 

together with Volkswagen AG as the associated industry partner. The goal is to qualify the me-

thodical base developed in GeoMec with respect to a practical industrial application. The im-

plementation of the software prototype jointly developed with FCC already makes it possible 

to simulate application related examples (Figure 2). Computing times show that by improving 

the numeric approach used to compute the mechanical equilibrium, interactive deformation of 

fl exible surfaces on high performance desktop computers (also for discrete models with several 

thousand degrees of freedom) is nearly within our grasp.

asseMBly sIMulatIon WIth flexIBle sufaces
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Simulation of various vehicle types focuses on major aspects such as: energy effi ciency, pro-

ductivity, durability, and reliability. These aspects have non-stationary characteristic and are 

acting over long time periods. Thus it is required that all external inputs acting on the vehicle 

are considered and properly represented. The external inputs include not only vehicle loads but 

also direct inputs originated from the human operator.

Ideally machine durability analysis should be performed using statistically signifi cant number of 

prototypes under real conditions and for all possible usage scenarios. Due to the complexity of 

this approach only selected cases can be considered. The use of prototypes in early develop-

ment stage is often not possible due to modular nature of the development process. The bet-

ter solution, given technical and fi nancial perspectives, is an interactive simulator. The interac-

tive simulator facilitates complex simulations and investigations of the operator infl uence in 

greater detail together with low risk. 

For this purpose at ITWM we have designed an interactive motion simulator based on an in-

dustrial robot. The seamless projection of the interactive scene is generated inside a spherical 

projection-dome with 10 m cross-section. To this end 18 projectors are installed inside the 

dome; they are synchronised and the image is adjusted to ensure realistic perception of the 

stereo projection. Design, layout, and construction of the projection system were carried out in 

collaboration with Fraunhofer FOKUS in Berlin. Programming of a scene graph, which calcu-

lates 3-dimensional scene for the visualisation cluster, was implemented in joint work with 

Fraunhofer IGD in Darmstadt. Various virtual environments can be built depending on the pre-

ferred scenarios. Off-the-shelf user interfaces in the cabin together with vibrational and acous-

tic feedback comprise complete immersion in the simulation. The cabin is a standard Volvo 

wheeled excavator cabin from which the virtual model is driven and operated.

Since early 2013 the installation of the visualization system is completed and active research 

commenced. The main emphasis will be on the development of driver / operator models of 

commercial vehicles, as well as agricultural and construction machinery.
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CAE based methods are continuously accelerating the vehicle development process. Virtual ve-

hicle models are driving over the digitized road surfaces of OEM’s proving grounds, steered by 

virtual driver models. One of the key components in the load transfer process is the tire and 

the accuracy and reliability of the virtual load prediction scenarios crucially depends on the 

quality of the underlying tire model.

All commercially available tire models – including CDTire – have been developed in a time  period 

where the available computer hardware delivered only a fraction of the computational perfor-

mance available today. Simplifi cations in the modeling were accepted in order to ensure the 

applicability of the models in productive development processes. Due to these simplifi cations 

the application range and accuracy of the load prediction was limited. Motivated by unexploited 

potentials in the virtual development process, Fraunhofer ITWM developed a full 3D structural 

tire model that extends both the application range as well as the achievable accuracy for full 

vehicle scenarios. 

The new CDTire3D additionally opens the door to extended tire parameterization strategies: local 

geometry based tire measurements can be used to reduce the set of needed tests to a minimum. 

It also enables the parameterization of tire types and sizes where the parameterization failed in 

the past due to the non-availability of suitable measurements. The new model is based on a 

detailed materialized shell representation of sidewall and belt to feature the deformation be-

havior of the load bearing structure. The shells are represented by discrete mass points with 

three dynamical degrees of freedom each. The elastic properties of the shell are realized by an 

anisotropic elastic membrane part and adaptation of the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis for bending. 

The anisotropy of the tire is a direct consequence of the tire structure. The physical tire is built 

from different component layers like inner liner, carcass, steel belt layers, cap plies, tread etc., 

with most of these being reinforced by synthetic cords or steel wires. Each reinforcement layer 

introduces a materially preferred direction. All the characteristic component layers described 

above have a separate representation in the model. The main advantage of this description is 

that the model is completely confi gurable. 

First studies have shown that the new tire model can reproduce the local deformation behavior 

of the load bearing structure in the same quality as a detailed FEM tire model. The run time for 

typical simulations is thereby in the same range as for other commercial available MBD tire 

models, which means it is an order of magnitude smaller than for FEM based tire models.

cdtire3d extends the applIcatIon range and 
 accuracy leVel of VehIcle dynaMIc sIMulatIons
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Analysis results

Street network

Environment

Since several years, the MDF department develops methods to enable the application of geo-

referenced and vehicle-independent data to support and improve the derivation of design 

loads as well as the assessment of energy effi ciency based on statistical reasoning. The ap-

proach is mainly motivated by the usage variability and the resulting scatter in loads or fuel 

consumption, which is especially large for commercial vehicle fl eets. 

Most of the parameters infl uencing the performance of a vehicle are related to the conditions 

the vehicle is exposed to. For instance, if we know the road network including its curves and 

slopes, traffi c lights and signs, speed limits and regulations, we can deduce valuable conclu-

sions for the vehicle load and fuel consumption by appropriate simulation techniques. 

On the one hand, we may want to collect vehicle-independent data such as distributions of 

curves and slopes or road and traffi c properties characterizing a region and enabling the com-

parison of different markets. On the other hand, we may want to apply simple vehicle substi-

tute models to estimate the impact of the conditions within a region on the longitudinal, later-

al, and vertical dynamics, which also gives important hints for durability, reliability, and 

consumption assessments. Within these investigations, the emphasis is not on vehicle models 

but rather on the generation of relevant data for certain vehicle classes such as passenger cars 

or heavy duty trucks. This data may then be used for the evaluation and comparison of mar-

kets or regions with respect to their impact on the vehicles as well as for an improved planning 

of real measurement campaigns. 

VMC provides an extensive group of methods and data collected in a dedicated database, 

which may be used as sketched above. Basic research and method development is ongoing 

since 2007 as a part of the Fraunhofer innovation cluster DNT (Digitale Nutzfahrzeugtechnolo-

gie). An implementation of the VMC concept for application in the truck industry is supported 

by a joint project with the truck manufacturers DAF-Trucks N.V., Daimler AG, MAN Nutzfah-

rzeuge AG, SCANIA CV AB (publ) und Aktiebolaget Volvo (publ). The database and the evalua-

tion methods are embedded in a modern graphical user interface. Besides its intrinsic capabili-

ties, the tool offers various options for importing or exporting data, e.g. for further analysis in 

some specialized extra tools. Because of the rapidly growing availability of potential data, for 

instance, traffi c density information, and because of upcoming new requirements with respect 

to specifi c applications, we are continuously developing and extending the database as well as 

the methods collection. In addition, we are using VMC as a vital tool within our own specifi c 

industry projects.

1 Using layers for the de-

scription of the environ

ment and the digital map 

data, analysis results may be 
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The performance and competitiveness of German and European industries increasingly depend 

on the ability to efficiently perform detailed simulation calculations. Essentially, no sector of 

the economy can afford to be without high performance computing: whether for the develop-

ment of new functional fabrics, the optimization of machines and processes, the control of 

complex systems, or the identification of structures in large networks, all areas are affected. 

Accompanying this, there is a steady increase in requirements: Ever more precise models de-

mand more extensive calculations and an ever larger volumes of data are being generated by 

increasing numbers of ever more accurate sensors.

At the same time, the production of hardware in recent years has become highly diversified. 

The typical supercomputer today consists of a large number of components: starting with multi-

core CPUs, a single device may sometimes also contain graphics cards, an Intel Xeon PHI, and 

specialized FPGAs. In addition to volatile dynamic RAM and traditional hard drives, various 

forms of static semiconductor-based memory are available for data storage. The aim of increasing 

the theoretical performance relative to the start of the decade by a factor of 1000 to ExaFlop/s by 

2020, points the way to machines with many millions of components, all of them interlinked by 

complex networks.

Today, just as parallel programming is already essential for smart phones and tablet computers, 

these ultra-scale machines will generate significantly more complex problems: How to integrate 

millions of components so they work together efficiently to solve a problem? What algorithms 

are suitable and what algorithms must be fundamentally reconsidered? What requirements 

does the problem being solved, in turn, place on the design of the machine and the associated 

system software? How to transport data quickly and efficiently to the computing units? What 

happens when an individual device fails?

The Competence Center for High Performance Computing has been seeking answers to these 

questions in a long and intensive cooperation with various industrial and academic partners, 

and is developing tools as well as integrated software solutions to manage the supercomputers. 

The Global Address Space Programming Interface (GPI) provides a programming model that is 

very well-suited for the programming of scalable, parallel software applications, i. e., software 

that is geared to effectively solve problems in distributed systems in a much shorter time. Switch-

ing to a global storage model and the truly asynchronous communication supported by GPI can 

be a huge benefit for critical sections of large applications in diverse sectors of industry. Mean-
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while, this model is increasingly the preferred choice of international experts. GPI was developed 

last year for the CRAY computer company’s supercomputer network, which opened a whole 

new market.

The use of GPI in application development proved to be very advantageous this year in the seis-

mology sector. Over several years the CC HPC, in collaboration with industry partners, has de-

veloped software packets for angle migration (GRT) and for the visualization and analysis of 

prestack data (PreStackPro). These packets reliably meet the most stringent demands in opera-

tional use and distance themselves from all other available solutions in terms of speed and scope 

of performance. This is achievable not only because of the High Performance Computing know-

how, but also because outstanding algorithms are used. In 2012, the seismic imaging group 

proceeded from ray-based migration methods with newer ways of wave field modeling (Reverse 

Time Migration). The Fraunhofer RTM method is, like all CC HPC implementations, highly opti-

mized and scalable.

Another topic is end user support in the development and implementation of cluster applica-

tions. Using GPI as a basis, CC HPC is developing GPI-Space, a development platform and op-

erating system that takes the concepts of the Cloud environment into consideration and further 

develops them. The result is a tool that greatly simplifies the development and fault tolerant ex-

ecution of parallel software, leading to an improved productivity. For data storage, both seismic 

imaging applications as well as GPI-Space prefer to use the parallel file system FhGFS, also de-

veloped at CC HPC. This system distinguishes itself by ease of operation and superior perfor-

mance and scalability. Last year witnessed once again the growth of the user base as well as 

improvements in the scope of performance and speed. 

Last but not least, CC HPC is focusing on the management of Germany’s transition to alterna-

tive energy sources. The primary aim is to manage the fluctuations in the production of alter-

native energy power. The projects mySmartGrid and myPowerGrid examine issues like how to 

decouple energy production from energy consumption, “virtual” consumer forecasts and shift-

ing consumption times, optimization of private consumption as well as grid management of 

distributed battery systems. Much knowledge about the design and control of complex IT sys-

tems is flowing into the pursuit of a safe, environmental, and economic supply of energy. 

Green by IT is a new and growing field of business for the department.
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Germany’s future energy demand will be met largely by renewable energy sources such as wind 

power and photovoltaics (PV). However, the volatile character of wind power and PV is at odds 

with the necessity of keeping the balance between generation and consumption within the 

power grid. With respect to grid stability and uninterrupted service, this poses serious challenges 

for the management of energy generation. One option for balancing the inevitably increasing 

fluctuations is the short-term storage of electricity. Even today, electric energy is already stored 

by means of pumped hydro. A new development, however, is the adaption of chemo-electric 

storages, such as lithium-ion batteries. In addition, a market for combining energy storages 

with domestic PV installations is emerging. Given the decreasing feed-in tariffs while electricity 

rates are on the rise, own consumption of solar electricity becomes more economic than feed-in. 

Electricity storages are expected to improve the owners’ own consumption ratios, thus lowering 

electricity costs.

Yet, managing domestic electricity storages with a view only on the single household in which 

they are installed, that is, with the sole purpose of increasing own consumption of locally gen-

erated PV energy, does not exploit the full potential of the storage. It can even be detrimental 

to grid stability: for example if wind power plants have to be shut down because the storages 

are discharged at the wrong time. Conversely, if during an energy deficit the stored energy is 

not fed in, other, mostly conventional power plants have to be started up needlessly. Further-

more, the storage would have significant idle times due to day-to-day and seasonal fluctuations 

in energy generation. The potential of these storages can be used more sensibly by not exclu-

sively increasing own consumption, but by coordinated management based on grid state.

With myPowerGrid, we are in the process of developing a web platform making the first steps 

down the road towards coordinated, distributed electricity storage. Combining both public and 

private interest, an optimal management of the storages is ensured, in order to guarantee supply 

preferably wholly from renewable energy sources. The aggregated operation of storages enables 

a safe, ecologically sensible and at the same time economically optimized management by pro-

vision of many different services for utilities, transmission system operators, and virtual power 

plant managers. Among these are reduction of load and generation spikes (“peak shaving”), 

adaption of energy yield forecasts, inclusion of the virtual storage in combined, regenerative 

plants in order to provide reserve power, and participation in energy and reserve power markets.

1 myPowerGrid integrates 

distributed storage tech

nology to form a virtual 

bulk storage

mypowergrid – coordInated dIstrIButed poWer 
storage

Self-supply – “Peak shaving” – Energy trading – Operating reserve – Voltage regulation etc.1
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Seismic depth migration methods use measured and pre-stacked refl ected seismic data to com-

pute an image of the Earth`s subsurface, which enables geologists to identify the locations of 

oil and natural gas fi elds. Thanks to today’s high performance computing architecture, the Re-

verse Time Migration (RTM) method is gaining in popularity. In contrast to ray-based migration 

methods, such as the widely used Kirchhoff depth migration, RTM is based on wave fi eld mod-

eling that “solves” the wave equation. Computations using measured data simulate how the 

wave fi eld had propagated through the underground rock formations before it was registered 

by the hydro- or geophones at the surface. Strong correlation between source and receiver 

wave fi elds result in visible migration amplitudes, that are due to local changes of rock or fl uid 

fi ll parameters.

The practical advantage of RTM is limited today because the computations still make use of the 

acoustic wave equation. This represents an insuffi cient approach, especially for subsurface 

anisotropic rock formations. The aim of our current research is the changeover to the use of 

the correct elastodynamic equation of motion. In this case, not only a pressure wave fi eld, but 

rather a wave fi eld of 3-component vectors has to be computed for the particle displacements. 

In addition, the number of model parameters is signifi cantly greater than for acoustic RTM. 

Therefore, the computation of the wave fi eld propagation can no longer be executed on one 

computing node per seismic data source. We achieve a scalable RTM through domain decom-

position, where the source is processed by several computational nodes. Optimal sub-domain 

sizing as well as overlapping the communication with the computation of the wave fi elds pro-

vides the perfect distribution without any time loss when exchanging the overlapped areas be-

tween the sub domains. It is once again advantageous to use GPI here as the parallelization 

software. In this way, a promising framework for elastic RTM has already been created. Mathe-

matical-geophysical problems, such as an improved imaging condition for the correlation be-

tween source and receiver wave fi elds, more compact FD stencils or fi nite element methods for 

more exact modeling of the wave fi elds, and computation of the migration results depending 

on the refl ected angle can now be processed and tested, not just individually, but in terms of 

their impact on the fi nal migration results.

1 RTM image of a syn-

thetic salt dome model

2 Simulated pressure 

wave front in elastic ortho

rhombic material

scalaBle reVerse tIMe MIgratIon for elastIc 
anIsotropIc suBsurface MedIa

1 2
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Nowadays, supercomputers are indispensable in almost every scientific research domain. They 

are considered to be one of the most important driving forces for the accumulation and gain of 

new insights. As such, they are important for the progress and the competitiveness of our society. 

The demand for increasing compute power is almost inexhaustible. Reasons are the necessity 

for more complex models and/or bigger input data which allow for better and more realistic 

results.

The required compute power is achieved by interconnecting an ever increasing number of pro-

cessing units with fast networks. Here, the trend is clearly going towards heterogeneous sys-

tems, in which CPUs are supplemented by so-called accelerator cards like the Intel Xeon Phi or 

GPGPUs by Nvidia. Titan, currently the fastest supercomputer in the world (TOP 500 List, Nov 

2012), is one example. It consists of 18688 CPUs and graphics cards, each. The necessity of an 

efficient partitioning of a given problem into smaller sub problems which can be concurrently 

solved by the processing units at an optimal load balance, becomes evident. Communication 

and synchronization between the processing units is inevitable. However, measured in terms of 

achieved floating point operations per second, the communication acts counterproductively for 

the efficiency and scalability of an algorithm. 

Potential hardware failures also become an issue at such system sizes. Even if the probability 

for a single device failure is rather small, the total probability of failure becomes significant.

Hence, fast and resource failure prepared communication without interference with the actual 

computation is a necessary condition for scalable, efficient and productive code, not only in 

the industrial environment. The communication library Global address space Programming In-

terface (GPI), offered by the CC-HPC is facing these problems and is being continuously im-

proved for years, now. 

GPI implements a partitioned global address space. Each process hosts one partition of the 

global address space and makes it directly accessible to the other processes. Here, it does not 

matter whether the underlying physical memory is associated to a CPU or whether it is associ-

ated to an accelerator card. The unique performance of GPI is rooted in one-sided and asyn-

chronous communication which is offloaded to the network infrastructure by the actual pro-

cessing unit. The asynchronicity allows the invoking process to keep on working while the data 

is being transferred. At the same time, the computation of its communication partner is not in-

terrupted since it is not involved in the one-sided call. Since the communication is offloaded to 

gloBal address space prograMMIng  
Interface 

1 CRAY Hermit at High 
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the network infrastructure, the communication does not interfere with the computation. Mech-

anisms for minimal invasive pairwise synchronization are complementing basic communication 

calls. This yields minimal communication times and the performance of the actual computation 

is not disturbed. Thus, an algorithm can optimally scale. 

The superior performance of GPI in comparison to other programming models is seen in many 

applications of completely different types. Stencil algorithms, i. e. algorithms with only local 

data dependencies to neighbors, formulated on structured or unstructured grids benefit in the 

same way from the programming model as difficult load balancing problems which arise in 

problems traversing very large graphs, for example. 

In the GASPI project which is sponsored by the BMBF, the CC HPC establishes a de-facto stan-

dard of GPI together with its project partners from academia and industry. This de-facto stan-

dard is based on and supported by a broad basis of industry applications. 

Beside Infiniband and RoCE ethernet, GPI is supporting the Cray Gemini network, now. Soft-

ware on the Hermit Cluster at HLRS is already taking advantage of GPI. A system which be-

longs to the thirty most powerful supercomputers in the world, today (TOP 500 List, Nov 2012).

2

2 Scalable Barrier 

GPI vs. CRAY MPI, 2 × AMD 

Opteron™ 6276 (Interlagos), 

Gemini

3 2D-FFT: N  =  215 

GPI vs. CRAY MPI: 2D-FFT: 
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6276 (Interlagos), Gemini
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FCC has since start 2001 completed more than two hundred 

fifty industrial and public projects. We have successfully coop-

erated with more than hundred companies from different 

branches. We have seen the power of our vision “Mathemat-

ics as Technology” and we are impressed and proud of the 

trust we enjoy from our founders Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft and 

Chalmers, from industrial partners, and from public research 

agencies.

In 2011 and 2012 the German Bund-Länder-Kommission and 

the Bundestag Haushaltsausschuss decided to give clearance 

for permanent institutional funding. After this, the founders 

have agreed on a timetable to identify and remove possible 

obstacles preventing widening the scope of the cooperation. 

Together with our partners Chalmers and the Fraunhofer in-

dustrial mathematics institute ITWM we cover a wide range of 

applications. In 2012 our cooperation included joint actions 

with four ITWM departments and with several Chalmers cen-

tres and departments: Wingquist Laboratory, Systems and 

Synthetic Biology, Fluid Dynamics, Biomedical Engineering, 

Mathematical Sciences, and Chalmers e-Science Centre CheSC 

Together with our partners we 2012 formed independent spin- 

offs Industrial Path Solutions AB and fleXstructures GmbH. We 

have signed contracts with these companies to secure focused 

professional marketing, maintenance, support, and adaptation 

of software developed by FCC and ITWM, to satisfy client de-

mands. 2012 was again a successful one, in spite of a five per 

cent drop in total income, since the industrial income increased 

by thirty per cent. This brings us back to a relative industrial in-

come close to forty per cent, which is our guideline value for a 

balanced financial mix. We had a small positive net result, as 

has been the case since start.

Our industrial clients are mainly from Sweden. We also have 

international clients from Europe, United States, and Japan. In 

2012 we strengthened our links to the newly established 

Swedish – Brazilian Research and Innovation Association CISB 

with its Centre in São Bernardo do Campo, State of São Paulo.

The department Geometry and Motion Planning, working in 

close cooperation with the Chalmers Wingquist Laboratory, 

participates in the ten-year Wingquist Laboratory VINN Excel-

lence Centre for Virtual Product Realization 2007 – 2016. In 

2012 the department continued and extended several public 

projects, e. g., on automatic path-planning and line-balancing, 

sealing, virtual paint, flexible materials, co-ordinate measuring 

machines, and intelligently moving manikins. The software plat-

form IPS for rigid body motion planning, robotics path plan-

ning, and flexible cable simulation is recognized through licens-

ing by industrial clients in Europe, United States, and Japan. The 

department has substantial joint development with the ITWM 

department Mathematical Methods in Dynamics and Durability. 

In 2012 this co-operation generated two spin-off companies: 

Industrial Path Solutions AB and fleXstructures GmbH.

The department Computational Engineering and Design has 

continued and expanded its work on novel numerical methods 

and simulation tools for applications in fluid dynamics, struc-

tural dynamics and electromagnetics. The department collabo-

rates with the ITWM departments Optimization, Flow and 

Material Simulation, and Mathematical Methods in Dynamics 

and Durability, and runs several multi-physics projects involv-

ing fluid-structure and fluid-electromagnetics interaction in-

cluding the six-year project on innovative simulation of paper 

with Swedish paper and packaging industry. The department 

addresses medical technology in a project on epilepsy focus 

localization with Chalmers S2 and Sahlgrenska University Hos-

pital. The department is a key partner in the project on virtual 

paint mentioned above.

The department Systems and Data Analysis offers competence 

in dynamic systems, prediction and control, image and video 

analysis, mathematical statistics, and quality engineering. In 

2012 the department has continued its activities in systems bi-

ology as partner in several EU projects and through coopera-

tion with the ITWM department System Analysis, Prognosis 

and Control. Work on interactive pharmacokinetics and phar-
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macodynamics has resulted in the software Maxsim2 for phar-

maceutical industry and the department runs a three-year in-

dustrial project on specific applications in this area. Another 

industrial project to be emphasised is on modelling and analysis 

of multi-axial stochastic loads for cultivators together with ex-

pertise from Chalmers Mathematical Sciences.

In 2012 we were fortunate to recruit nine new co-workers. 

Our staff of applied researchers is a mix of PhDs and Masters 

of Science, where about half have a doctor’s degree. In our 

model an MSc first works in industrial and public projects for 

two to five years. In this period we encourage participation in 

conferences and submitting papers to get a research flavour. 

Four years ago we initiated a campaign to offer an interesting 

option to Chalmers Master’s students while boosting our base 

for future recruitments. We invite students from a handful of 

Chalmers and Gothenburg University international program-

mes with a mathematical profile to information meetings 

“Earn Money with Mathematics”. We describe FCC and our 

activities, including the possibilities for talented students to be 

contracted on ten percent of full time, or half a day per week, 

for work at the Centre, and to do Master’s thesis projects at 

the Centre with joint supervision from Chalmers and FCC. In 

industry 
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Dr. Uno Nävert 

Director of FCC

2012 we had seventeen Master’s students working on this 

type of contract and nine Master’s students doing their thesis 

projects at the Centre.

I thank my co-workers at FCC for your excellent work and my 

colleagues at Chalmers and Fraunhofer ITWM for our fruitful 

collaboration. Since start the Centre has earned more than 

thirty million euros including more than ten million euros in-

dustrial income and performed four hundred full-time equiva-

lents work. This is now my last report and I take the opportu-

nity to thank you all for a great time and great achievements 

– it has been an honour and a privilege to work with you. I 

wish you all the best for the future and I warmly congratulate 

my successor Dr Johan Carlson to his new, exciting position!
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In today’s automotive industry, although most development is done virtually, some decisions 

still lack a solid mathematical basis. In order to make the manufacturing engineering process 

more effi cient, FCC and Wingquist Laboratory at Chalmers have worked with Volvo Cars, Volvo 

Trucks, Saab Automobile and Scania CV in VINNOVA funded projects to develop new methods 

and tools for automatic load balancing of welding lines.

Today, the margins of automotive manufacturers are tight and competition is fi erce. The industry 

furthermore faces paradigm shifts regarding propulsion as well as styling, with environmental 

requirements ever-present. Effective product realization response is thus important. By targeting 

the car body, which is perhaps the most defi ning part of any car and also has a signifi  cant infl u-

ence on safety, aesthetics, handling, fuel economy and top speed, it is possible to achieve signif-

icant improvements in terms of production effi ciency and production equipment utilization.

A typical automotive car body consists of about 300 sheet metal parts, joined by about 4000 

welds. Typical joining methods are spot welding, arc welding, gluing and stud welding. In car 

body assembly plants, the welds are distributed over several hundred industrial welding robots, 

which are organized in up to 100 stations. Sheet metal assembly is an investment intense type 

of assembly. Therefore the expensive equipment needs to be utilized to its full potential. The 

balancing of weld work load between the executing stations and robots has a signifi cant infl u-

ence on achievable production rate and equipment utilization. Robot line balancing is a com-

plex problem, where a number of welding robots in a number of stations are available to exe-

cute an overall weld load. Each weld is to be assigned to a specifi c station and robot, such that 

the line cycle time is minimized. Line balancing effi ciency depends on station load balancing, 

robot welding sequencing, path planning and effectiveness of robot coordination for collision 

free execution within each other’s working envelopes. In general, robot coordination impairs 

cycle time by inserting waiting positions and signals into the original paths.

So far, no automatic simulation based method for weld load balancing over entire production 

lines has been developed. Furthermore, in industrial practice, weld load balancing is still manu-

ally conducted, based on experience and time consuming trial-and-error analysis in CAE-tools 

(Computer Aided Engineering). Therefore this work has aimed at developing automatic simula-

tion based methods for weld load balancing over entire production lines to maximize equip-

ment utilization as well as dimensional quality. Since the criterion of dimensional quality is cou-

pled to cycle time and thus to equipment utilization, it is added as a second criterion.

autoMatIc path plannIng and lIne BalancIng

1  Create a multi station by 

superimposition of the 

scenes and geometries of 

the line stations, with main-

tained robot positioning 

relative to the product (car 

body).

2  Task Plan to fi nd colli-

sionfree alternatives to 

perform each welding op

eration in the multi station.
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The strategy to target the load balancing problem has been to treat identifi ed station design 

parameters together, with respect to equipment utilization and geometrical quality, based on a 

chronological framework for virtual sheet metal assembly design, to utilize and further develop 

automatic path planning combined with discrete optimization techniques in order to automati-

cally load balance, sequence and fi nd collision free motions, to continuously implement the re-

sults in the FCC developed IPS software available for the project partners, since this way of 

working has proven to guarantee the usefulness of the project results both during and after 

the project, and to use real industrial case studies to quantify the level of success in reaching 

the objectives.

Automatic simulation is now a reality through a world fi rst method. The new method has been 

successfully applied in vehicle programs, will be rolled out to all vehicle programs and body 

shops at Volvo Cars, and is described in fi ve principle scientifi c publications. The project has 

also resulted in a PhD thesis in product and production development at Chalmers.

Application of the automat line balancing method shows

■■ 25 % better equipment utilization, and 

■■ 75 % reduction of offl ine programming- and commissioning costs.

The method also enables

■■ Concurrent manufacturing engineering and product development

■■ Increased insensitivity to late changes

■■ Backup solutions for robot break downs. 

Furthermore, the project won the Volvo Cars Technology Award in the category “Research”.

3  Distribute the welding 

operations between the 

stations and robots to mini

mize estimated cycle time 

and with preference to ro

bot weld separation within 

and between the stations.

4  Minimize cycle time by 

integrating balancing, se-

quencing, path planning 

and coordinating on the 

welds distributed to each 

Station in the previous step.
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The goal of this ongoing project is to develop new methods, algorithms and simulation tools 

for paint and surface treatment processes in automotive paint shops. The project is part of Vin-

nova’s FFI program towards sustainable production technology and our research partners are 

Volvo Car Corporation, Scania AB, AB Volvo, Swerea IVF, and General Motors North America.

The main processes in automotive paint shops are electro coating, sealing and cavity waxing, 

spray painting and oven curing. The complexity of the processes characterized by multi-phase 

and free surface fl ows, multi-physics, multi-scale phenomena, and large moving geometries, 

poses great challenges for mathematical modeling and simulation. The current situation in the 

automotive industry is therefore to rely on individual experience and physical validation for im-

proving the paint and surface treatment processes. In off-line programming of the robots it is a 

great advantage to have access to tools that combine automatic path planning with fast and 

effi cient simulation of the processes to be able to reduce the time required for introduction of 

new models, reduce the environmental impact and increase quality. The development of such 

tools is the aim of the ongoing Virtual Paint Shop project.

Sealing material is applied to automotive bodies to cover cavities and seams, where moisture 

might otherwise create a corrosive environment, and also to dampen noise. In the order of 50 

meters of material is used for a car. This is a complex multi-phase fl ow application and the ma-

terial fl ow in air and on the target must be considered. The sealing material is a non-Newtonian 

fl uid which is strongly shear thinning such that the viscosity depends on the shear rate. A Bing-

ham fl uid can be used to model the rheology of the material, where the yield stress and plastic 

viscosity parameters are determined from rotational rheometer experiments.

There are different types of nozzles used to apply the material including the hollow-cone, in 

which a curtain of sealing material is sprayed on the target, and the fl at bead nozzle. To verify 

the simulations the resulting width, thickness and shape of applied material on test plates as a 

function of time and spraying distance have been compared to experiments. The agreement is 

in general very good. Several more complex geometries have also been successfully simulated 

as shown in the fi gures. The effi cient implementation makes it possible to simulate application 

of one meter of sealing material in less than an hour on a standard computer, and it is there-

fore feasible to include such detailed simulations in the production preparation process and 

off-line programming of the sealing robots.

VIrtual paInt shop: sealIng spray

1  Sealing station at SAAB 

Automobile modeled in the 

IPS Virtual Sealing software

2  Simulation of sealing 

application on seams in the 

engine compartment using 

the IPS Virtual Sealing soft-

ware
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To achieve this break-through in simulation speed compared to earlier approaches the FCC 

software IBOFlow has been used. IBOFlow is an incompressible Navier-Stokes solver, which is 

based on a finite volume discretization on a Cartesian octree grid. The octree grid can be dy-

namically refined and coarsened, and unique immersed boundary methods are used to model 

the presence of objects in the fluid. This simplifies the pre-processing and modeling of moving 

objects can be accomplished with virtually no additional computational cost. The multi-phase 

flow is handled by the novel volume of fluids (VOF) module in IBOFlow.

The IBOFlow software has been integrated in the in-house math-based software for virtual 

product and production realization, IPS. In the IPS Virtual Sealing module collision free curve 

following algorithms are used to automatically generate the robot paths. The automatic robot 

path planning includes, task planning to find promising configurations and motions that can fol-

low each sealing curve, sequence optimization and motion planning to select one solution for 

each seam and connect them by efficient motions and in a sequence minimizing the cycle time.

The first version of the IPS Virtual Sealing software will be delivered to our research partners 

during the spring 2013. Currently we are also working on simulation tools for the other auto-

motive paint shop processes spray painting, electro dipping and oven curing. In particular, the 

IPS spray paint application has been successfully validated in several measurement campaigns 

during 2012. A commercial release will be made during 2013.

3 Seam sealing application 

at Volvo Cars in Torslanda

4  Application of sealing 

material on a flat plate us

ing a hollowcone nozzle. 

The applicator moves from 

right to left with constant 

velocity.
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Küfer, Karl-Heinz
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ning and Scheduling
25th European Conference on Op-
erational Research, Vilnius (LT), July

Bouajjani, Ahmed; Derevenetc, 
Egor; Meyer, Roland 
Enforcing robustness against 
Total Store Ordering
D-CON, Kaiserslautern, March

Buck, Marco; Iliev, Oleg; Andrä, 
Heiko
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ditioners for the multiscale 
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posites
21st Int. Conf. on Domain Decom-
position Methods, Rennes (F), June

Buck, Marco; Iliev, Oleg; Andrä, 
Heiko
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tion preconditioners for multi-
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25. Chemnitz FEM Symposium, 
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Burger, Michael 
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Burger, Michael; Dreßler, Klaus; 
Speckert, Michael
Calculating Input Data for Multi-
body System Simulation by Solv-
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Cheng, Liping; Rief, Stefan; Wieg-
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Simulation of Soot Filtration on 
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11th World Filtration Congress, 
Graz (A), April
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Wegener, Raimund
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De Kock, Johan; Korn, Ralf
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Joint Workshop CMM - ITWM,  
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Dreyer, Alexander
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Dreyer, Alexander
Basics on Boolean Gröbner Basis 
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Dreyer, Alexander
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September
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Joint Workshop CMM – ITWM, 
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Ewe, Hendrik; Küfer, Karl-Heinz; 
Plociennik, Kai; Schüle, Ingmar
Multicriterial Decision Support 
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Design
25th European Conference on Op-
erational Research, Vilnius (LT), July

Föhst, Sonja; Konerding, M. A.; 
Houdek, J. P.; Schladitz, Katja; 
Wagner, W.; Wirjadi, Oliver
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Joint Workshop CMM - ITWM,  
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Joint Workshop CMM - ITWM,  
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Gallrein, Axel; Bäcker, Manfred
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Gallrein, Axel; Bäcker, Manfred
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Moduli
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tem applied to Cartesian Grids
8th International Conference on 
Mathematical Methods for Curves 
and Surfaces, Oslo (N), June
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Linn, Joachim
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Maxwell type 
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Linn, Joachim; Lang, Holger;  
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Geometrically exact Cosserat 
rods with Kelvin–Voigt type  
viscous damping 
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Wegener, Raimund
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Machado, Rui
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Müller, Lilli; Bitsch, Gerd
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Müller, Lilli; Bitsch, Gerd; Schindler, C.
Online Condition Monitoring 
based on Real-Time Multibody 
System Simulation 
Kaiserslautern, March 

Neunzert, Helmut
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derung der Wissenschaften, Kaisers-
lautern, October

Neunzert, Helmut
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TU Hugo Steinhaus Center,  
Wroclaw (PL), October

Neunzert, Helmut
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Neunzert, Helmut
Mathematische Modellierung – 
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Neunzert, Helmut
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Neunzert, Helmut
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Nickel, Stefan
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management
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(S), May 

Nickel, Stefan 
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tion and resource allocation, Zinal 
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Nickel, Stefan 
Operations Research in Health 
Care Logistics
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Nowak, Dimitri; Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Solving uniform coverage prob-
lems in industrial production 
with Abel Inversion
3rd International Conference of En-
gineering Optimization EngOpt 
2012, Rio de Janeiro (BR), July

Nowak, Uwe; Bortz, Michael; 
 Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Efficient Approximation of Pare-
to-Frontiers with Application to 
Chemical Process-Optimization
25th European Conference on Op-
erational Research, Vilnius (LT), July

Obermayr, Martin; Elbel, G. 
Simulation of the Soil-Tool Inter-
action for Hydraulic Excavators 
Kaiserslautern, March 

Orlik, Julia
Homogenization via unfolding 
in periodic elasticity with con-
tact on closed and open cracks
GAMM-Microstructures, Univer-
sität Essen-Duisburg, January und 
International Workshop on Evolu-
tion problems in damage, plasticity 
and fracture: mathematical models 
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of Udine (I), September

Orlik, Julia
Homogenization via unfolding 
in periodic elasticity with con-
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GAMM-Jahrestagung, TU Darm-
stadt, March

Orlik, Julia
Simulation of textiles based on 
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and dimension reduction
25th International Workshop Re-
search in Mechanics of Composites, 
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Orlik, Julia
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Fourth world conference on 3D 
 fabrics and their applications, 
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Simulation und Validierung eines 
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10. SPRING Conference and User’s 
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Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
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IEEE Conference on Massive Data 
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Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
Big Data and Cloud File Systems
ISC Cloud‘12, Mannheim, September

Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
FhGFS – HSM – and tiered storage
11th HLRS/hww- Workshop on 
Scalable Global Parallel File Systems, 
Stuttgart, May

Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
Interaktive fotorealistische Pro-
duktvisualisierung am Beispiel 
eines Automobilherstellers
Hewlett Packard, Frankfurt, March

Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
Pros & Cons of File Systems for 
HPC Systems
ISC.12, Hamburg, June

Plociennik, Kai
A probabilistic PTAS for shortest 
common superstring
21st International Symposium on 
Mathematical Programming, Berlin, 
August

Prill, Torben
Morphological segmentation of 
FIB-SEM data
Joint Workshop CMM - ITWM,  
Kaiserslautern, October

Prill, Torben
Segmentation of FIB/SEM Data
7th Int. Conf. Stereology, Spatial 
Statistics and Stochastic Geometry, 
Prag (CZ), June

Prill, Torben
Simulation of FIB-SEM Images 
for Segmentation of Porous  
Microstructures
International Conference on 3D 
Materials Science 2012, Seven 
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Pupashenko, Daria; Franke, Jürgen; 
Ruf, Nikolaus; Ruckdeschel, Peter
Robust Kalman smoothing for 
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Workshop Robust Methods for  
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Pupashenko, Daria; Ruckdeschel, 
Peter; Spangl, Bernhard
RobKalman – a package for  
robust filtering
6th R/Rmetrics Meielisalp Workshop 
& Summer School 2012 on Compu-
tational Finance and Financial Engi-
neering, Meielisalp (CH), June 

Pupashenko, Daria; Ruckdeschel, 
Peter; Spangl, Bernhard
Robust Multivariate extended 
Kalman Filtering and its imple-
mentation in R
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Rahn, Mirko
The Limitations of MPI
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Rauhut, Markus; Spies, Martin;  
Taeubner, Kai
Auslegung und Performance von 
berührungslosen Verfahren zur 
Inline-Oberflächeninspektion
DACH-Tagung 2012, Graz (A),  
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DACH-Tagung 2012, Graz (A),  
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Rieder, Hans; Dillhöfer, Alexander; 
Spies, Martin; Rieder, Isabell;  
Holstein, Ralf
Präsentation von E-Learning Mo-
dulen für den Kurs UT1 der DGZfP
DACH-Tagung 2012, Graz (A),  
September

Rieder, Hans; Dillhöfer, Alexander; 
Spies, Martin; Rieder, Isabell;  
Holstein, Ralf
Umsetzung eines Blended Lear-
ning Konzepts für die ZfP am 
Beispiel eines Ultraschallkursus
DACH-Tagung 2012, Graz (A),  
September

Rief, Stefan; Glatt, Erik; Wiegmann, 
Andreas; Kabel, Mathias; Andrä, 
Heiko
Deformation and the Change of 
Filtration Properties of Weaves – 
A Computational Approach
World Filtration Congress, Graz (A), 
April

Ruckdeschel, Peter
Minmax Entropy – Where did 
all the information go?
Workshop Cambridge-Kaisers-
lautern Finance Alliance, March 

Ruckdeschel, Peter; Erlwein-Sayer, 
Christina
Robust HMM-based Online Fil-
tering for Investment Strategies
Stochastiktage Mainz, Mainz, 
March 

Ruckdeschel, Peter; Erlwein-Sayer, 
Christina
Robustification of HMM-Based 
Investment Strategies for Asset 
Allocation
APMOD 2012, Paderborn, March 

Ruckdeschel, Peter; Spangl, Bernhard; 
Erlwein-Sayer, Christina
Optimally-Robust Filtering
Mathematisches Kolloquium Uni-
versität Bayreuth, February und 
Workshop Robust Methods for De-
pendent Data, Witten, February 

Sayer, Tilman; Ruckdeschel, Peter; 
Szimayer Alexander
Pricing employee stock options 
in the Heston model: a close look 
on incorporating correlation
APMOD 2012, Paderborn, March 

Scherrer, Alexander
Mathematische Methoden in 
der Therapieplanung
Science-Alliance, Diemerstein,  
November

Schladitz, Katja
µCT von Papier
PTS-Seminar »Moderne analytische 
Methoden in der Papiertechnik«, 
Heidenau, October

Schladitz, Katja
3D-Bildanalyse der Mikrostruktur 
komplexer Materialien
Vision-Technologietag, Jena, October

Schladitz, Katja
Quantitative 3d analysis of micro-
structures
DocMASE Summer School, Saar-
brücken, August

Schladitz, Katja
Quantitative Mikrostrukturana-
lyse anhand von 3D Bilddaten
DGM-Fachausschuss Zellulare 
Werkstoffe, Heuchelheim, April

Schladitz, Katja
Simulation von FIB-REM-Tomo-
grafien poröser Mikrostrukturen
DGM-Arbeitskreis Quantitative 
3D-Mikroskopie von Oberflächen, 
Karlsruhe, April

Schmidt, Sebastian
CoRheoS – a framework for fast 
and flexible implementation of 
industrial, linear and nonlinear 
PDE solvers
PDESoft, Münster, June

Schmidt, Sebastian; Latz, Arnulf; 
Jäger, Magnus
Simulation of complex microfluid-
ics for biotechnology applications
ACHEMA, Bioprocesses - Measure-
ment and modelling, Frankfurt, 
June 

Schmidt, Sebastian; Niedziela,  
Dariusz; Zausch, Jochen; Latz, Arnulf
CoRheoS: Multiphysics Solver 
Framework and Simulation Infra-
structure for Complex Rheologies

NAFEMS Multiphysics, Frankfurt, 
October

Schmitte, Till; Orth, Thomas; Spies, 
Martin; Kersting, Thomas
Schallfelder von Phased-Array 
Prüfköpfen: Vergleich von pho-
toelastischen Messungen und 
Simulationen
DACH-Tagung 2012, Graz (A),  
September

Schröder, Michael; Guenster,  
Lucienne
The Impact of Navigational Ser-
vices on Public Transportation 
Networks
International Annual Conference of 
the German OR Society 2012,  
Hannover, September

Schüle, Ingmar
Perspectives of PV in Germany 
and Europe
IASS International Workshop ”Re-
newable Energy Perspectives in  
Latin America in the international 
context“, Potsdam, October

Schüle, Ingmar; Ewe, Hendrik;  
Plociennik, Kai
Multi-Objective Planning of 
Large-Scale Photovoltaic Power 
Plants
International Annual Conference of 
the German OR Society 2012,  
Hannover, September

Schulze, M.; Dietz, S.; Tuganov, 
Lang, Holger; Linn, Joachim
Integration of nonlinear models 
of flexible body deformation in 
Multibody System Dynamics 
Stuttgart, May 

Shafei, Behrang
Supervised and Transductive 
Multi-Class Segmentation Using 
p-Laplacians and RKHS Methods
Workshop on Advances in Mathe-
matical Image Processing, Göttingen, 
September

Spahn, Johannes; Andrä, Heiko; 
Kabel, Matthias; Müller, Ralf
A Multiscale Damage Model for 
Composite Materials an Numer-
ical Computations by Using a 
FFT-Based Method
8th European Solid Mechanics 
Conference, Graz (A), July

Spahn, Johannes; Andrä, Heiko; 
Müller, Ralf
A Multiscale Damage Model for 
Fiber-Reinforced Polymer (FRP) 
Materials
LTM Skiseminar 2012, Val d‘Illiez 
(CH), March

Spahn, Johannes; Andrä, Heiko; 
Staub, Sarah; Kabel, Matthias;  
Müller, Ralf
A Micromechanical Damage 
Model for Fiber-Reinforced 
Polymer (FRP) Materials
11th GAMM-Seminar on Micro-
structures, Essen, January

Spies, Martin
3D-Schallfeldsimulation in Echt-
zeit und Modell-basierte POD-
Bestimmung – Aktuelle Entwick-
lungen in der simulationsunter-
stützten Ultraschallprüfung
Seminar »Grundlagen und An-
wendungen der zerstörungsfreien 
Prüfverfahren«, Vst.-Nr. 65074, 
Universität des Saarlandes, Saar-
brücken, December

Spies, Martin
Verbesserung der Fehlerauffind-
wahrscheinlichkeit (POD) durch 
den Einsatz von Modellierungs- 
und Bildgebungsalgorithmen 
am Beispiel von schwer prüfba-
ren Schiffspropellerwerkstoffen
DGZfP-Arbeitskreis Stuttgart, June

Spies, Martin
Zerstörungsfreie Prüfung mit 
Ultraschall und Tomographie an 
schwer prüfbaren Werkstoffen
Kolloquium Maschinenbau, Duale 
Hochschule Mannheim, January

Spies, Martin, Jablonski, Andreas; 
Rauhut, Markus; Rieder, Hans
Erweiterte Modelle für die ZfP 
zur Ermittlung der Auffindwahr-
scheinlichkeit (POD) von Ober-
flächen- und Volumenfehlern
DACH-Tagung 2012, Graz (A),  
September

Spies, Martin, Rieder, Hans, Dillhöfer, 
Alexander, Schmitz, Volker, Müller, 
Wolfgang
Synthetic aperture focusing and 
time-of-flight diffraction ultra-
sonic imaging – past and present
18th World Conference on NDT, 
Durban (ZA), April
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Spies, Martin, Rieder, Hans; Dillhöfer, 
Alexander
Modell-basierte Bestimmung 
der Auffindwahrscheinlichkeit 
(POD) von Volumenfehlern in 
schwerprüfbaren Bauteilen
DACH-Tagung 2012, Graz (A),  
September

Spies, Martin; Dillhöfer, Alexander; 
Rieder, Hans; Dobrovolskij, Dascha
Real-time 3D-Simulation Tool 
for Ultrasonic Transducers Used 
in Aeroengine Component In-
spections
4th International Symposium on NDT 
in Aerospace, Augsburg, November

Stahl, Dominik
Parameterization of all (1,2,3)- 
generalized inverses with an 
 application to scattered data 
 approximation
GAMM-Jahrestagung,  
TU-Darmstadt, March

Steidel, Stefan
Gröbner Bases of Symmetric Ideals 
St. Petersburg (RUS), April 

Steidel, Stefan
Standard Bases 
Lahore (PK), February 

Steiner, Konrad
Image Analysis of Microstruc-
tures of Industrial Materials and 
Computation of Effective Prop-
erties of Composite Materials 
based on their microstructure
KAUST SRI Center on Numerical 
Porous Media; Jeddah (KSA), June

Steiner, Konrad
Simulations supporting the de-
sign and selection of filter media
KAUST SRI Center on Numerical 
Porous Media; Jeddah (KSA), June

Stephani, Henrike
Including Spatial Similarities 
into Hierarchical Clustering of 
Hyperspectral Terahertz Images
SIAM Conference on Imaging Sci-
ence (IS12), Philadelphia (USA), May

Stephani, Henrike
Typischer Aufbau eines Online-
Oberflächeninspektionssystems
Vision Seminar »Inspektion und 
Charakterisierung von Oberflächen 
mit Bildverarbeitung«, Fraunhofer 
IOSB, Karlsruhe, November 

Süss, Philipp
Multicriteria Optimization of 
Therapy Planning for Cancer 
Diseases
Beyond basic science – Mathematics 
today, Bialka Tatrzanska (PL), Febru-
ary

Taffe, Alexander, Spies, Martin, 
Recknagel, Jörg
Schulung zur zuverlässigen Or-
tung von Bewehrung in Stahlbe-
tonbauteilen von Kraftwerken
DGZfP Fachtagung Bauwerksdiag-
nose, Berlin, February

Trinkaus, Hans L.
Multi Criteria Decision Support 
in Real-Time. Integration of 
Project, Process and Knowledge 
Management 
21st International Symposium on 
Mathematical Programming, TU 
Berlin, August

Trinkaus, Hans L.
Talk, “touch”, tell – intelligent 
tablets assist health care con-
sultations and services
International Conference on Commu-
nication in Healthcare, St. Andrews 
University, St. Andrews (GB),  
September

Vecchio, Irene
Fitting Laguerre Tessellations to 
the Microstructure of Cellular 
Materials
International Conference on 3D 
Materials Science 2012, Seven 
Spring (USA), July

Vecchio, Irene
Laguerre tessellations: fitting a 
model to rigid closed-cell poly-
mer foams
CellMat 2012, Dresden, November

Vecchio, Irene
Modeling rigid closed-cell foams 
by random Laguerre tessellations
7th Int. Conf. Stereology, Spatial 
Statistics and Stochastic Geometry, 
Prag (CZ), June

Vecchio, Irene; Schladitz, Katja;  
Redenbach, Claudia
Fitting random Laguerre tessel-
lations to the microstructure of 
rigid closed-cell foam
Joint Workshop CMM - ITWM,  
Kaiserslautern, October

Velasco-Forero, Santiago; Angulo, 
Jesus
On non-local mathematical 
morphology
Joint Workshop CMM - ITWM,  
Kaiserslautern, October

Wagner, Andreas
Electricity Pricing in a Market 
with Renewables
International Ruhr Energy Confer-
ence 2012, Essen, March

Wagner, Andreas
Residual Demand Modelling 
and an Integrated Spot/For-
ward Model
Workshop on Electricity Price Mod-
elling (EdF), Paris (F), December

Wagner, Andreas
Residual Demand Modelling 
and Application to Electricity 
Pricing
12th IAEE European Energy Confer-
ence, Venedig (I), September; TU 
Kaiserslautern - RWE Workshop, 
Kaiserslautern, September und  
Energy Finance Conference 2012, 
Trondheim (N), October

Weber, Dietmar; Obermayr, Martin; 
Bäcker, Manfred 
Deformierbarer Boden in MKS-
Reifensimulationen 
Karlsruhe, November 

Wegener, Raimund
Engineering stochastischer 
Prozesse
Evaluierung des Innovationszen-
trums Applied System Modeling, 
Kaiserslautern, March

Weibel, Thomas
Contrast-enhancing seam de-
tection and blending using 
graph cuts
21st International Conference on 
Pattern Recognition (ICPR),  
Tsukuba (J), November

Weigel, N.; Sing, V.; Bitsch, Gerd; 
Streit, Anja; Dreßler, Klaus; Grie-
shofer, O.; Kaltenbrunner, M. 
Ableitung von Konzepten und 
Lastdaten für vereinfachte Be-
triebsfestigkeitserprobungen 
mittels Mehrkörpersimulation
Kaiserslautern, March 

Weischedel, Clarisse; Tuganov, A.; 
Hermansson, T.; Linn, Joachim; 
Max, W. 
Construction of discrete shell 
models by geometric finite dif-
ferences 
Stuttgart, May 

Wirjadi, Oliver
Algorithms for Computing Vol-
ume-Weighted Fiber Orientation 
Tensors
7th Int. Conf. Stereology, Spatial 
Statistics and Stochastic Geometry, 
Prag (CZ), June

Zangmeister, Tobias; Andrä, Heiko; 
Müller, Ralf
On the micromechanical model-
ling of metal matrix composites
LMS-ITWM Kooperationstreffen, 
Kaiserslautern, June

Zangmeister, Tobias; Smaga, Marek; 
Müller, Ralf; Eifler, Dietmar; Andrä, 
Heiko
Thermomechanical Simulations 
of MMCs using XFEMs
6. GAMM-Seminar on Multiscale 
Material Modelling, Magdeburg, 
September 

Zangmeister, Tobias; Smaga, Marek; 
Steiner, Konrad; Andrä, Heiko; Wolf, 
Matthias; Balle, Frank
Modellierung der mechani-
schen Eigenschaften mehrpha-
siger metallischer Werkstoffe
(CM)² Klausurtagung, Kaiserslautern, 
May

Zausch, Jochen
Simulation of batteries: From 
cell to system
Battery+Storage, Stuttgart, October

Zausch, Jochen; Latz, Arnulf
Not only for electromobility: 
Physics based 3D simulations of 
Li-ion batteries
Achema, Frankfurt, June

Zemitis Aivars, Iliev Oleg
Mathematical models for heat 
and mass transfer in applica-
tions of reactor safety
9th Latvian Mathematical Confer-
ence, Jelgava (LV), March
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Zemitis Aivars, Iliev Oleg
On domain decomposition 
based software tool for flow 
simulation in containment 
pools of nuclear reactors
21th International conference on 
domain decomposition methods, 
Rennes (F), June

Andrä, Heiko
Einführung in die BEM-Methode
University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 
term 2012

Andrä, Heiko
Kontaktmechanik
University of Kaiserslautern, Winter 
term 2011/2012

Burger, Michael
Control of Mechanical Multi-
body Systems 
University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 
term 2012 

Burger, Michael
Dynamics of Mechanical Multi-
body Systems 
University of Kaiserslautern, Winter 
term 2012/2013 

Burger, Michael
Mathematical Methods of Clas-
sical Mechanics II - Dynamics of 
Mechanical Multibody Systems 
University of Kaiserslautern, Winter 
term 2011/2012 

Dreßler, Klaus
Durability Load Data Analysis 
University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 
term 2012 

Feth, Sascha
Statistische Zuverlässigkeits-
theorie in der Betriebsfestigkeit 
Felix-Klein-Sommerschule, Septem-
ber 2012 

Fünfzig, Christoph
Einführung in algorithmische 
Geometrie und geometrische 
Modellierung
University of Applied Scienes Saar-
brücken, Labratory for high-fre-
quency engineering, Winter term 
2012/2013

Iliev, Oleg
Mathematical Modeling
King Abdullah University of Science 
and Technology KAUST (KSA), 
Winter term 2012/2013

Korn, Ralf
Professur für Stochastische Steu-
erung und Finanzmathematik
University of Kaiserslautern, Dept. 
of Mathematics

Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Probability and Algorithms
University of Kaiserslautern, Winter 
term 2011/2012 and 2012/2013

Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Theory of Scheduling Problems
University of Kaiserslautern, Summer 
term 2012

Kuhnert, Jörg
Simulationstechniken im Product-
Lifecycle-Management
DHBW Mannheim, 2012

Nickel, Stefan 
Professur für Diskrete Optimie-
rung und Logistik
KIT Karlsruhe, Institut für Opera-
tions Research 

Prätzel-Wolters, Dieter
Professur für Technomathematik
University of Kaiserslautern, Dept. 
of Mathematics

Rieder, Hans
Signalverarbeitung mittels digi-
taler Signalprozessoren
University of Applied Scienes Saar-
brücken, Labratory for high-fre-
quency engineering, Winter term 
2012/2013

Schmidt, Sebastian
CAE im PLM
DHBW Mannheim, November 2012

Schmidt, Sebastian
Simulationstechnik
DHBW Mannheim, January/Febru-
ary 2012

Schröder, Michael
Logistik im Krankenhaus –  
Anforderungen, Konzepte und 
IT-Systeme
University of Applied Sciences Pir-
masens, May 2012

Stahl, Dominik
Mathematik 1 für WI
University of Applied Sciences Kai-
serslautern, Winter term 
2012/2013

Wirjadi, Oliver
3D-Bildverarbeitung
University of Applied Sciences 
Darmstadt, Summer term 2012

Ackermann, Heiner; Ewe, Hendrik; 
Küfer, Karl-Heinz, Schröder, Michael
Ladungsaustausch zwischen 
Transportdienstleistern – ein 
gemeinsames Auftragsportfolie 
zur Effizienzsteigerung
Praxishandbuch Logistik, Aktualisie-
rungsauslieferung Nr. 48, 99-108 
(2012)

Albareda-Sambola, Maria; Fernández, 
Elena; Nickel, Stefan 
Multiperioad location-routing 
with decoupled time scales 
European Journal of Operations Re-
search, 217, (2), pp. 248-258 (2012)

Alumur, Sibel, A.; Nickel, Stefan; 
Saldanha-Da-Gama, Francisco
Hub location under uncertainty 
Transportation Research Part B: Meth-
odological, 46 (4), pp. 529-543 
(2012)

Andrä, Heiko; Grzhibovskis, 
 Richards; Rjasanow, Sergej
Boundary Element Method for 
Linear Elasticity with Conserva-
tive Body Forces
In Th. Apel, O. Steinbach (Eds.): 
Advanced Finite Element Methods 
and Applications; Lecture Notes in 
Appl. Comp. Mechanics, vol. 66. 
Springer, Berlin, 2012, 275-297

Andrä, Heiko; Iliev, Oleg; Kabel, 
Matthias; Kirsch, Ralf; Lakdawala, 
Zahra; Dedering, Michael
CAE zur Simulation von Filter-
elementen
NAFEMS Magazin 3/2012 Ausgabe 
23 (2012), 64-71

Andrä, Heiko; Iliev, Oleg; Kabel, 
Matthias; Kirsch, Ralf;  Lakdawala, 
Zahra
Models and methods for the 
simulation of filter elements
Proceedings of the 11th World Fil-
tration Congress (2012), ISBN 978-
3-941655-05-8, G24-02

Andrä, Heiko; Kabel, Mathias; 
Staub, Sarah; Krzikalla, Fabian; 
Schulz, Volker
Numerische Homogenisierung 
für viskoelastische Faserverbund-
werkstoffe 
NAFEMS, Online-Magazin, Nr. 
1/2012, 21. Ausgabe, 61-69

t e a c h I n g  a c t I V I t I e s p u B l I c a t I o n s
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Arne, Walter; Marheineke, Nicole; 
Wegener, Raimund
Asymptotic Cosserat models for 
viscous jets in rotational spinning
Proc. Appl. Math. Mech., 12, 747-
748 (2012)

Arne, Walter; Marheineke, Nicole; 
Wegener, Raimund
Asymptotic models of different 
complexity for viscous jets and 
their applicability regimes.
Buchbeitrag zu Progress in Indus-
trial Mathematics at ECMI 2010, 
Springer, 349-356 (2012)

Augustin, Matthias; Freeden,  Willi; 
Gerhards, Christian; Möhringer, 
Sandra; Ostermann, Isabel
Mathematische Methoden in 
der Geothermie
Mathematische Semesterberichte, 
59 (1), 1-28 (2012)

Banyamin, M.; Pfister, Gerhard; 
 Steidel, Stefan
About the computation of the 
signature of surface singulari-
ties z^N+g(x,y)=0 
Central European Journal of Ma-
thematics 10(1), 271-276, 2012 

Bare, Zoufine; Orlik, Julia
Asymptotics for thin elastic fibers 
in unilateral contact with a rigid 
foundation
PAMM, 2012, S. 449-450; DOI: 
10.1002/pamm.201210213

Bayrasy, P.; Burger, Michael; Dehning, 
C.; Kalmykov, I.; Speckert, Michael
Applications for MBS-FEM-cou-
pling with MpCCI using auto-
motive simulation as example 
Proceedings of the 2nd Commercial 
Vehicle Technology Symposium (CVT 
2012), pp: 375-384, March 2012 

Beier, H.; Vogel, Chr.; Haase, J.; 
Hunger, M.; Schmalz, E.; Sauer-
Kunze, M.; Bergmann, L.; Lieberenz, 
K.; Fuchs, H.; Frijlink, J. J.; Schmidt, 
G.; Wiesmann, A.; Durst, M.; Best, 
W.; Burmeister, A.; Wiegmann, 
 Andreas; Latz, Arnulf; Rief, Stefan; 
Steiner, Konrad 
Vliesstoffe für technische An-
wendungen
Vliesstoffe: Rohstoffe,  Herstellung, 
Anwendung, Eigenschaften, Prüfung; 
DOI: 10.1002/9783527645862. ch14; 
WILEY-VCH Verlag, Weinheim 2012

Berger, Martin; Schröder, Michael
Dezentrale Entscheidungsunter-
stützung in unternehmensüber-
greifenden Logistiknetzen – in-
novative and übertragbare Kon-
zepte demonstriert am Beispiel 
der Luftfrachtlogistik
Praxishandbuch Logistik, Aktual-
isierungsauslieferung Nr. 48, 
6.10.16 (2012)

Berger, Martin; Webel, Christian; 
Hülsmann, Stephan; Schütte, Judith; 
Schreiber, Torsten; Teutsch, Joachim; 
Trops, Bernd
Allianz Digitaler Warenfluss – 
Luftfrachtlogistik im digitalen 
Zeitalter
Deine Bahn 3/2012, ISSN: 0948-
7263, 35-41 (2012)

Bischoff, Martin; Plociennik, Kai; 
Ewe, Hendrik; Schüle, Ingmar
Multi-Objective Planning of 
Large-Scale Photovoltaic  Power 
Plants
Operations Research Proceedings 
2012, Selected Papers of the Inter-
national Conference on Operations 
Research (OR 2012)

Bischoff, Martin; Schüle, Ingmar
Photovoltaik-Kraftwerke  besser 
planen
BWK – Das Energie-Fachmagazin, 
ISSN: 1618-193X, 6, 22-24 (2012)

Böhm, J.; Decker, W.; Laplagne, S.; 
Pfister, G.; Steenpaß, A.; Steidel, 
Stephan
Parallel Algorithms for Normal-
ization 
Journal of Symbolic  Computation, 
2012 

Brickenstein, Michael; Dreyer, 
 Alexander
Gröbner-free normal forms for 
Boolean polynomial
Gröbner-free normal forms for 
Boolean polynomials, Journal of 
Symbolic Computation, Volume 48, 
Januaryy 2013, pp. 37-53, available 
online 4 May 2012

Buck, Marco; Iliev, Oleg;  Andrä, 
Heiko
Multiscale finite element coarse 
spaces for the analysis of linear 
elastic composites
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 
212 (2012)

Burger, Michael
Invariant Loading for full  Vehicle 
Simulation 
Progress in Industrial Mathematics 
at ECMI 2010, pp: 581-586, 2012 

Cardoso, Teresa; Oliveira, Mónica 
Duarte; Barbosa-Póvoa, Ana;  Nickel, 
Stefan 
Modeling the demand for long-
term care services under uncer-
tain information
Health Care Management Science, 
15 (4), pp. 385-412 (2012)

de Schryver, Christian; Schmidt, 
Daniel; Wehn, Norbert; Korn, Elke; 
Marxen, Henning; Kostiuk, Anton; 
Korn, Ralf
A Hardware Efficient Random 
Number Generator for Nonuni-
form Distributions with Arbitrary 
Precision
International Journal of Reconfigur-
able Computing 2012, Article ID  
675130, 11 pages; doi:10.1155/2012/ 
675130

Cibis, Thomas; Marheineke, Nicole; 
Wegener, Raimund 
On the modeling of slender 
heat sources
Proc. Appl. Math. Mech., 12, 581-
582 (2012)

Cioranescu , Doina; Damlamian, 
Alain; Orlik, Julia
Homogenization via unfolding 
in periodic elasticity with con-
tact on closed and open cracks
Asymptotic Analysis, 2012

Cornelius, S.; Traub, M.; Bernard, 
C.; Salzig, Christian; Lang, Patrick; 
Möhlmann, T.
Nucleoside transport across the 
plasma membrane mediated by 
equilibrative nucleoside trans-
porter 3 (ENT3) influences me-
tabolism of Arabidopsis seed-
lings
Plant Biology 14, No. 5 (2012), pp. 
696-705

Damm, Tobias; Stahl, Dominik
Linear least squares problems 
with additional constraints
Linear Algebra and its Applications, 
available online 25 September 
2012

Dillhöfer, Alexander; Rieder, Hans; 
Spies, Martin; Kreier, Peter
Einsatz der Phased-Array- Technik 
mit Matrix-Sensoren bei stark 
schallschwächenden Werkstoffen
DGZfP-Berichtsband BB-136-CD 
DACH-Jahrestagung 2012, DGZfP, 
Berlin, P4

Dresky, C. v.; Georgii, J.; Jakobsson, 
S.; Scherrer, Alexander; Demedts, D.; 
Schumann, C.; Meier, S.; Preusser, T.
Efficient Computation of Opti-
mal Treatment Plans for High 
Intensity Focused Ultrasound 
Therapy of Liver Tumors
Current and Future Applications of 
Focused Ultrasound 2012, 3rd In-
ternational Symposium, Program 
and Abstract Book, P-137-LP, 171 
(2012)

Drezner, Zvi; Nickel, Stefan; Ziegler, 
Hans-Peter
Stochastic analysis of ordered 
median problems
Journal of the Operational  Research 
Society, 63 (11), pp. 15778-1588 
(2012)

Efendiev, Y.; Iliev, Oleg; Kronsbein, 
Cornelia
Multi-level Monte Carlo meth-
ods using ensemble level mixed 
MsFEM for two-phase flow and 
transport simulations
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 
217 (2012)

Fallet, A.; Lhuissier, P.; Salvo, L.; 
Martin, C.L.; Wiegmann, Andreas; 
M. Kabel; Matthias
Multifunctional optimization of 
random hollow sphere stackings
Scripta Materialica, Volume 68, Is-
sue 1, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
scriptamat.2012.07.039

Frei, Stefan; Andrä, Heiko; Pinnau, 
Rene; Tse; Oliver
An adjoint-based gradient-type 
algorithm for optimal fiber ori-
entation in fiber-reinforced ma-
terials
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 
223 (2012)

Fütterer, Thorsten; Klar, Axel; 
 Wegener, Raimund
An Energy Conserving  Numerical 
Scheme for the Dynamics of Hy-
perelastic Rods

p u B l I c a t I o n s
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International Journal of Differential 
Equations 2012, 718308:1-15, 
doi:10.1155/2012/718308 (2012)

Godehardt, Michael; Krebs, Holger
Analyse der Porengrößenver-
teilung in einer µCT-Aufnahme 
eines Sprengstoffes
Sprenginfo 34(2012)1

Gornak, Tatiana; Guermond, J. L.; 
Iliev, Oleg; Minev, P. D.
A direction splitting approach 
for incompressible Brinkmann 
flow
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 
216 (2012)

Götz, Tobias; Neundorf, Alexander
Pre-Stack PRO: A High-Perfor-
mance Seismic Data Processing 
Solution
C. Bischof, H.-G. Hegering, W. E. 
Nagel, G.Wittum (Eds.): Compe-
tence in High Performance Compu-
ting 2010, pp 39-49, Springer 2012, 
ISBN: 978-3-642-24024-9

Grünewald, Daniel
BQCD with GPI – A case study
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gie – Fahrzeug-Umwelt-Mensch«: 
Workshops: »Statistik und Nut-
zungsvielfalt« und »Simulation / 
Virtuelle Produktentwicklung«
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GeoDict Training Workshop 
KAUST SRI Center on Numerical Po-
rous Media, Jeddah (KSA), October

GeoDict User Meeting
Kaiserslautern, October

Joint Workshop: Centre de mor-
phologie mathématique CMM – 
ITWM (Deutsch-Französische 
Hochschule DFH)
Kaiserslautern, October

Mathematics of Multiscale 
Problems
Kaiserslautern, April

Modellierung, Simulation und 
Optimierung in der Verfahrens-
technik
Annweiler, June

Nacht, die Wissen schaft
Kaiserslautern, November

OptiRisk Workshop: Application 
of Hidden Markov Models and 
Filters to Financial Time Series 
Data
London (UK), April

OptiRisk Workshop: Monte Carlo 
Methods in Finance: Basic Meth-
ods and Recent Advances
London (UK), May

Seminar: Lastdaten – Analyse, 
Bemessung und Simulation
Kaiserslautern, June 

Seminar: Statistische Methoden 
in der Betriebsfestigkeit
Kaiserslautern, May 

Summer tour of RHEINPFALZ
Kaiserslautern, August

Summer School des Felix-Klein-
Zentrums für Mathematik
Kaiserslautern, September

Verbundseminar 2012: Produk-
tion von Filamenten und 
Vliesstoffen – ProFil
Johns Manville, Bobingen, May

Verbundtreffen: Stochastische 
Produktionsprozesse zur Her-
stellung von Filamenten und 
Vliesstoffen - ProFil
Kaiserslautern, October

Lecture series “The broader 
view”
Kaiserslautern, 9 Lectures

Vortragsreihe des Arbeitskreises 
»Bildanalyse und Mustererken-
nung Kaiserslautern« (BAMEK)
Kaiserslautern, 4 Lectures

Workshop: Application of 
 Hidden Markov Models
Birkbeck/London, April (in Kooper-
ation mit OptiRisk)

Workshop: Basis-Spreads and 
OIS-Discouinting
Kaiserslautern, September

Workshop: Batteriesimulation
Kaiserslautern, April

Workshop: Cambridge-Kaisers-
lautern Finance Alliance
Kaiserslautern, March

Workshop: Computational Fluid 
dynamics and scientific comput-
ing
Lahore University of Management 
Sciences (LUMS), Lahore (PK), De-
cember

Workshop: Das Hestonmodell –
Theorie und praktische Imple-
mentation
Kaiserslautern, February

Workshop: Extremwertstatistik 
und operationelle Risiken
Kaiserslautern, May

Workshop: Finanzmathematik 
und R
Kaiserslautern, September

Workshop: Konzeptentwick-
lung Scheduling Framework
Annweiler, February

Workshop: Kredit Rating
Kaiserslautern, September

Workshop: Mehrfaktorzinsmo-
delle und ihre Implementation
Kaiserslautern, November

Workshop: Modeling and simu-
lation of industrial processes in 
porous media
KAUST SRI Center on Numerical 
Porous Media; Jeddah (KSA), June

Workshop: Moderne Monte-
Carlo Methoden mit Anwen-
dungen in der Finanz- und Ver-
sicherungsindustrie
Kaiserslautern, June

Workshop: Multilevel Monte-
Carlo Methoden und Simulation
Kaiserslautern, June

Workshop: Short-Rate-Zins-
modelle und ihre praktische 
Anwendung
Kaiserslautern, November 

Abreu, Domingo Hernandez  
(Universidad de La Laguna, Santa 
Cruz de Tenerife (E))
Numerik stochastischer partiel-
ler Differentialgleichungen
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Arnold, Martin (Martin-Luther- 
Universität Halle-Wittenberg)
Numerik für Mehrkörpersysteme
Februar

Bechet, Fabien  
(Universität Valenciennes (F))
Formgebung von Glas
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Betsch, Peter (Universität Siegen)
Modellierung von Reifen mit 
geometrisch exakten Schalen-
modellen
June

Biere, Armin (Johannes-Kepler- 
Universität, Linz (A))
SAT-based Model-Checking
March

Busch, Michael (Finanzagentur 
Frankfurt)
Schuldenmanagement für die 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland – 
Die Aufgaben eines quantita-
tiven Risikocontrollers
Dezember

Christensen, Sören (Universität 
Kiel)
Optimal stopping of strong 
Markov processes
Februar

Dreyer, Wolfgang (Weierstrass- 
Institut, Berlin)
Thermodynamische Modellie-
rung und Analyse von Phasen-
übergängen
Februar

Eisenträger, Almut (University of 
Oxford, London (UK))
Mehr-Flüssigkeits-poroelasti-
sches Modell der Gehirn-Rücken-
marks-Flüssigkeit während eines 
Infusionstests
October

Gerdts, Matthias (Universität der 
Bundeswehr, München)
Echtzeitreifen für SNiMoRed
April

g u e s t so W n  e V e n t s
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Godsill, Simon  
(Cambridge University (UK))
Computational Models for Con-
tinuous-Time non-Gaussian 
Time Series
March

Juhre, Daniel (DIK Hannover)
Nichtlinear viskoelastische 
Modellierung und Simulation 
von Elastomer-Werkstoffen
Januar

Kestel, Sevtap (METU Ankara (TR))
On longevity and the Turkish 
Pension System
November

Kohl, Matthias  
(Hochschule Furtwangen)
R-Pakete zu Robuster Statistik
July

Kroflic, Ales  
(University of Ljubljana (SLO))
Nichtlineare Strukturmechanik 
mit Cosserat-Balkenmodellen
November

Lacoursière, Claude  
(Umea University (S))
Non-smooth multi-domain  
simulation
August

Lerch, Sebastian  
(Universität Heidelberg)
Verification of probabilistic 
forecasts for rare and extreme 
events
July

Maas, Ramona (Friedrich-Alexander-
Universität, Technische Fakultät,  
Erlangen-Nürnberg)
Muskelmodelle in biomecha-
nischen MKS-Modellen
August

Michel, Volker (Universität Siegen)
Regularisierung tomographi-
scher inverser Probleme in der 
Geophysik und der medizini-
schen Bildgebung mit Techni-
ken der Konstruktiven Approxi-
mation
Januar

Müller, Gernot (TU München)
Are jumps in price and volatility 
correlated?
June

Niedziela, Maciej  
(University Zielona Gora (PL))
Viscoelastic Materials
September

Oesting, Marco  
(Universität Mannheim)
Conditional Modelling of Spatial 
Extremes
July

Panasenko, Grigory (Jean-Monet-
Unversität, St. Etienne (F))
Homogenization and shape  
optimization in thin periodic 
structures
April

Rentrop, Peter (TU München, M2-
Zentrum Mathematik)
Wiener Calculus for Differential 
Equations with Uncertainties
July

Rogers, Chris  
(University of Cambridge (UK))
Least Action Filtering
March

Scheuerer, Michael  
(Universität Heidelberg)
Making and Evaluating Point 
Forecasts
July

Schlather, Martin  
(Universität Mannheim)
Maxima of Gaussian Random 
Fields
July

Struckmeier, Jens  
(Universität Hamburg)
Asymptotische Methoden der 
Angewandten Mathematik
September

Wardetzky, Max  
(Universität Göttingen)
Diskrete nichtlineare Schalen-
modelle
August

Zupan, Eva; Zupan, Dejan  
(University of Ljubljana (SLO))
Nichtlineare Strukturmechanik 
mit Cosserat-Balkenmodellen
July

Andrä, Heiko
■■ Journal Of Computational 

 Physics JCOMP (Reviewer)

■■ Structural and Multidisciplinary 
Optimization SMO (Reviewer)

■■ Latvian Science Council  
(Reviewer) 

Didas, Stephan
■■ Image Processing On-Line 

 (Editor)

■■ Journal of Mathematical Imaging 
and Vision (Reviewer)

■■ Pattern Recognition (Reviewer)

■■ IEEE Transactions on Image 
 Processing (Reviewer)

■■ International Journal of Imaging 
(Reviewer)

■■ International Journal of Imaging 
Systems and Technology  
(Reviewer) 

Horbenko, Nataliya
■■ Journal of Operational Risk  

(Reviewer)

■■ Methods of Information in 
 Medicine (Reviewer)

■■ Conference on Operational Risk 
Measurement and Management 
(Scientific committee) 

Iliev, Oleg
■■ International Society for Porous 

Media (President)

■■ Mathematical Modelling and 
Analysis (Editor)

■■ SIAM Multiscale (Reviewer)

■■ Transport in Porous Media  
(Reviewer)

■■ J. Comp and Appl. Math  
(Reviewer)

■■ Chemical Eng. Journal (Reviewer)

■■ Computational Geoscience  
(Reviewer)

Korn, Ralf
■■ Deutsche Gesellschaft für Versi-

cherungs- und Finanzmathematik 
(Vice Chairman)

■■ Scientific advisory board of DISC 
(University of Kaiserslautern)

■■ European Actuarial Journal  
(Editor)

■■ Mathematical Finance (Associate 
Editor)

■■ Mathematical Methods of Oper-
ations Research (Associate Editor) 

■■ Imperial College Press / World 
Scientific: “Quantitative Finance 
Series” (Editor)

■■ Springer Briefs in Mathematical 
Finance (Editor)

■■ Scandinavian Statistical Journal 
(Associate Editor)

■■ Reviewer for DFG, AQAS, Studien-
stiftung des Deutschen Volkes, 
Humboldt-Stiftung 
 

Küfer, Karl-Heinz
■■ Computers & Operations Research 

(Reviewer)

■■ Medical Physics (Reviewer)

■■ Physics in Medicine and Biology 
(Reviewer)

■■ European Journal of Operations 
Research (Reviewer) 

Kuhnert, Jörg
■■ Scientific Committee, ESI Group, 

Paris (F) (Member) 

Maasland, Mark
■■ Fraunhofer Vision Alliance 
(Member) 

Neunzert, Helmut
■■ Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research 

Centre for Industrial Mathematics 
FCC (Vice Chairman of Advisory 
Board)
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■■ International Committee for Ap-
plied Mathematics in the Euro-
pean Mathematical Society 
(Member)

■■ Technology ambassador of town 
and county Kaiserslautern

■■ ECMI-Series ”Mathematics in 
 Industry“ (Editor) 

Ostermann, Isabel
■■ International Journal on Geo-

mathematics (Reviewer)

■■ Numerical Functional Analysis 
and Optimization (Reviewer) 

Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
■■ Unconventional High Perfor-

mance Computing (UCHPC’12) 
(Member Program Committee)

■■ ISC’12 Steering Committee  
(Member)

■■ ISC Cloud’12 Panel (Member) 

Prätzel-Wolters, Dieter
■■ Forschungszentrum »Center of 

Mathematical and Computatio-
nal Modeling (CM)²« der Techni-
schen Universität Kaiserslautern 
(Member)

■■ Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research 
Centre for Industrial Mathematics 
FCC (Board member)

■■ GAMM-Fachausschuss »Dynamik 
und Regelungstheorie« (Member)

■■ Graduiertenkolleg »Mathematik 
und Praxis« der Technischen Uni-
versität Kaiserslautern (Member)

■■ Presidential council and senate 
of Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft 
(Member)

■■ Rheinland-pfälzischer Landesfor-
schungsschwerpunkt »Mathe-
matik und Praxis« (Member)

■■ Stiftungsrat »Fraunhofer-Zukunfts-
stiftung« (Member) 

■■ Wissenschaftlich-Technischer Rat 
und Hauptkommission der Fraun-
hofer-Gesellschaft (Chairman)

■■ Felix-Klein-Zentrum für Mathe-
matik (Vice Chairman)

■■ BMBF Strategiekommittee für 
mathematische Modellierung, 
 Simulation und Optimierung 
(KoMSO) (Member) 

Rieder, Hans
■■ Deutsche Gesellschaft für Zer-

störungsfreie Prüfung e. V. 
(DGZfP, personal Member)

■■ DGZfP Fachausschuss »Ultra-
schallprüfung« (Member)

■■ DGZfP Unterausschuss »Phased 
Array« im Fachausschuss Ultra-
schallprüfung (Chairman)

■■ VDE/VDI-Fachausschuss »Nicht-
lineare Systeme« (Member) 

Rösch, Ronald
■■ Image Processing On-Line (Editor)

■■ Fraunhofer Vision Alliance 
(Koordinationsrat)

■■ Fraunhofer Lightweight Struc-
tures Alliance (Member)

■■ Heidelberger Bildverarbeitungs-
forum (Beirat)

■■ IOP electronic Journals (Reviewer)

■■ GACR (Reviewer)

■■ Fraunhofer-Arbeitskreis Computer-
tomographie (Member)

■■ Deutsche Gesellschaft für Mate-
rialkunde e. V. (DGM, Member)

■■ DGM-Arbeitskreis »Tomographie« 
(Member)

■■ DGM-Fachausschuss »Strahllinien« 
(Member)

■■ DGM-Arbeitskreis »Quantitative 
3D-Mikroskopie von Oberflächen« 
(Member)

■■ Deutsche Gesellschaft für Zer-
störungsfreie Prüfung e. V. 
(DGZfP, Member) 

Ruckdeschel, Peter
■■ Computational Statistics and 

Data Analysis (Reviewer)

■■ Communications in Statistics – 
Theory and Methods (Reviewer)

■■ Journal for mathematical model-
ling and analysis (Reviewer)

■■ Statistical Papers (Reviewer)

■■ Journal of multivariate analysis 
(Reviewer)

■■ Technometrics (Reviewer) 

Scherrer, Alexander
■■ Physics in Medicine and Biology 

(Reviewer) 

Schladitz, Katja
■■ Fraunhofer-Allianz Leichtbau 

(Member)

■■ International Society for Stereo-
logy (Vice-President for Europe)

■■ Metals (Reviewer)

■■ Journal of Microscopy (Reviewer)

■■ Image Analysis & Stereology  
(Editorial Board) 

Schröder, Michael
■■ Computers & Operations Research 

(Reviewer) 

Spies, Martin
■■ Deutsche Gesellschaft für Zer-

störungsfreie Prüfung e. V. 
(DGZfP, personal Member, depu-
ty Chairman)

■■ DGZfP Fachausschuss »Ultra-
schallprüfung« (Member)

■■ DGZfP Fachausschuss »Hoch-
schullehrer« (Member)

■■ DGZfP Unterausschuss »Model-
lierung und Bildgebung« im 
Fachausschuss »Ultraschallprü-
fung« (Chairman)

■■ DGZfP Unterausschuss »Ausbil-
dung« im Fachausschuss »Ultra-
schallprüfung« (Member)

■■ DGZfP Unterausschuss »Phased 
Array« im Fachausschuss »Ultra-
schallprüfung« (Member)

■■ IEEE Transactions on Ultrasonics, 
Ferroelectrics & Frequency Con-
trol (Reviewer)

■■ Journal of the Acoustical Society 
of America (Reviewer)

■■ Journal of Computational Acous-
tics (Reviewer)

■■ Materials Evaluation (Reviewer)

■■ NDT&E International (Reviewer)

■■ Wave Motion (Reviewer)

■■ Ultrasonics (Reviewer)

■■ Acustica (Reviewer) 

Stephani, Henrike
■■ International Conference on Pat-

tern Recognition (ICPR, Reviewer) 

Vecchio, Irene
■■ Bernoulli Society (Member)

■■ Deutsche Gesellschaft für Mate-
rialkunde e. V. (DGM, Member) 

Velten, Sebastian
■■ Computers & Operations Research 

(Reviewer)

■■ TOP (Reviewer) 

Wagner, Andreas
■■ IEEE Transactions on Power 

 Systems (Reviewer) 

Wenzel, Jörg
■■ Mathematical Reviews (Reviewer)

■■ Zentralblatt der Mathematik  
(Reviewer) 

Wirsen, Andreas
■■ Fraunhofer Adaptronics Alliance 

(Member) 

Zemitis, Aivars
■■ Mathmatical Modelling and 

Analysis (Editor)
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Mammitzsch, Lars; Petasch, Uwe; 
Adler, Jörg; Wiegmann, Andreas; 
Cheng, Liping
Partikelfilter
Patent application 2012 together 
with Fraunhofer IKTS

Shalf, John; Donofrio, David; Oliker, 
Leonid; Krüger, Jens; Williams, 
 Samuel
Multiple-core computer proces-
sor for reverse time migration
International patent 
WO002013063486A1

p a t e n t s
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F r a U n H o F e r  i n S t i t U t e  F o r  i n d U S t r i a l  M a t H e M a t i C S  i t W M

Contact

Fraunhofer-Institut für Techno- und 

Wirtschaftsmathematik ITWM

Fraunhofer-Platz 1

67663 Kaiserslautern

Germany

Phone +49 (0) 6 31 / 3 16 00-0

Fax +49 (0) 6 31 / 3 16 00-10 99

E-mail info@itwm.fraunhofer.de

www.itwm.fraunhofer.de
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